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1800 Wd'nut Street 
Suite 2600 
Philadelphia. PA 19103 
(215) 545-8620 
Fax: 215,545.8622 
May 23,2001 
Giy of Philadelphia 
Department of Licenses and Inspection 
Room 730 - Municipal Service Building 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
Dear Sir/ Madam: 
OK Consultants lias reviewed die structural integrity of the newly exposed part)' wall of the case study row 
home. This wall is declared daiigerous, as it is susceptible to failure by buckling. 
In general- there arc several methods of repairing the newly exposed sidcwalls, as wc liave presented in this 
Progress Report. Of ihe design alternatives, the most efficient bracing retrofit technique for the case study row home 
would be to embed steel tees into the masonry sidewall at mid-height between the floors. A wide-flange flcxural 
member would be cantilcvcred up from die ground and connected to the tecs at mid-length along flic pari)' wall. A 
gcoteclinieal investigation would be requited to determine ihc bearing capacity of the fill and therefore die proper 
foundations for die wide-flange beam. In addition, the effects of soil pressure on the existing footings would have to 
l)c analyzed-
The most economical below grade retrofit would involve installing a gcocompositc drainage system and 
grout injecting the casting limestone foundation wall. The gcocompositc consists of a geonet and felt geoicstilc along 
with a drainage pipe at the base. The gcocompositc system would relieve hydrostatic pressure currently being 
experienced against the limestone foundation wall 
OK Consultants performed an economic analysis for the proposed sidewall retrofit, which totaled $7,200.00. 
The cost to retrofit the case study row home's party wall was then compared with the teal estate value of a row home, 
and the City of Philadelphia's retrofit budget per row home. From the filial cost estimation, it was determined diat 
retrofitting die newly exposed sidewall was approximately three times die budget allocated by the city to repair 
deteriorated row homes. In lieu of structurally and economically analyzing die case study row home, OK Consultants 
recommendation to the city is that the city research further into the cost benefit ratio of retrofitting the home vs. 
demolishing and reconstructing the deteriorated row homes in North Pluladelphia. In addition, social and political 
aspects of reconstructing the neighl>orhoods should be analyzed, 
Enclosed for your review is a detailed final report of the main investigation performed by OK Consultants. 
Sincerely, 
Melissa M. Kroskcy 
Principal -Structural Department 
OK 
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Hazel J. Ojany 
Principal - Structural Department 
INTRODUCTION 
OK Consultants has analyzed the retrofit techniques proposed to brace the newly exposed 
sidewalls adjacent to collapsed row homes in North Philadelphia. From the case study 
row home, a structural analysis performed by OK Consultants indicated that the party 
wall was susceptible to failure by buckling under service loads. Refer to Appendix A for 
load calculations. The low modulus of elasticity of the salmon brick coupled with 
eccentricity of loading reduced the stability of the sidewalk Two different materials steel 
and timber were investigated to brace the party wall against buckling. Steel retrofit 
techniques incorporated the use of either structural steel plates or steel tees that have been 
cut from wide-flange shapes. Timber was chosen for its ease of installation and low 
material costs. 
The analysis of the bracing design followed the unreinforced masonry section of the ACI 
530 code. The ACI 530 limits the outward deflection masonry walls to 0.7% of the wall 
height. This outward deflection analysis was utilized as a guideline in determining the 
strength of the brace required to prevent the wall from deflecting beyond serviceability 
limits. Some of the other factors affecting the design included; available working space 
on site, equipment required for installation, case of connections and installation, and the 
economics of retrofit. 
The retrofit technique recommend by OK Consultants for the foundation wall was based 
on increasing the tensile bond between the limestone and therefore its load carrying 
capacity. The foundation wall consists of limestone and deteriorated type O mortar, and 
is 18 inches wide, six feet tall. As per OK Consultants' Progress Report dated March 8, 
2001, grout injecting of the foundation wall was the most economic retrofit solution. The 
introduction of a drainage system has also been incorporated in the final below grade 
retrofit of the party wall. 
The final recommendation made by OK Consultants was based on economics. The cost 
of repairing the row home's party wall was compared with the current estimated value of 
the home. 
OK 
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ABOVE GRADE RETROFIT TECHNIQUES 
The above grade retrofit techniques that OK Consultants reviewed in the structural 
bracing of the newly exposed party wall are based on the use of either timber or structural 
steel. The analysis followed the allowable stress design guidelines as published by the 
American Institute of Steel Construction for steel and the National Design Standards 
published by the American Forest & Paper Association for timber. 
The bracing was designed to limit the outward deflection of the wall to 0.7 percent of the 
height, the maximum serviceability deflection for masonry walls.1 The above-grade wall 
was analyzed in sections between the floor/ roof joists. The height of the wall between 
joist supports is nine feet, corresponding to a maximum serviceability deflection of % 
inches. From stability analysis of discrete bracing systems, the brace should be designed 
to withstand three percent of the vertical load at the point of the brace.2 Refer to 
Appendix A for loading calculations. 
TIMBER BRACING 
Timber sections were analyzed to brace the party wall at mid-height between floors. The 
first analysis was performed to determine the size of the cross-section for a single span of 
35 feet across the length of the sidewall. Timber sections of structurally select wood 
approximately ten inches square would be required to brace the wall between the first 
floor and the second floor. Not only are these sections large for timber, they also require 
timber with a high modulus of elasticity of 1,900,000 psi. Since the timber sections were 
large, diagonal braces were analyzed at mid-length of the wall to decrease the span and 
size of flexural timber members required. Diagonal braces were also placed at each end 
of the wall. 
When analyzed in two sections, the timber sizes decreased to 5"*6" and 4"x4". The 
diagonal bracing was connected to the horizontal sections using galvanized steel hangers 
sloped down at a 45-dcgree angle. Refer to Appendix B for manufacturer's hanger 
specifications. The maximum allowable load for the Simpson LEG3 top flange hanger is 
9,665 pounds, which provides a factor of safety of 3.4. Mechanical brackets will also be 
provided at five feet on center and epoxy bolted into the masonry wall and connected to 
the horizontal timber with Simpson strong-tie nails. The maximum angle that diagonal 
timber bracing can be connected efficiently to the wall is 45 degrees. Therefore, the base 
of the brace between the first and second floors would be embedded into grade 
approximately 8 feet out from the edge of the party wall. However, since the empty lot is 
only 14 feet wide, there would not be adequate room to install the diagonal brace for the 
upper level, which would extend 17 feet out from the edge of the party wall when placed 
at a 45-degree angle. Therefore, bracing at the upper level would be efficiently 
1 Drysdale, Hamid, and Baker: Masonry Structures: Behavior and Design. The Masonry Society: 
Boulder, Colorado, 1999. 
2 Galambos, Theodore: Guide to Stability Design Criteria. John Wiley & Sons: New York, 1998. 
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accomplished by bracing over the demolished unit's lot, connecting the two homes 
together. 
The method of diagonal bracing and horizontal bracing between the two row homes 
adjacent to a collapsed unit was propose to the City of Philadelphia, Refer to Appendix 
C for timber bracing calculations. However, our client requested that the retrofit would 
impose minimally on the demolished lot. If the diagonal timber bracing had been 
incorporated, it would have hindered the use of the empty lot. With over 2,000 row 
homes demolished in North Philadelphia, this would be a lot of wasted space for a city 
growing at astronomical rates. Also, the fear of significant damage to the structural 
system would result if anyone were to impose stresses on the bracing, for example, by 
hanging heavy objects from the timber brace. Therefore, OK Consultants proceeded to 
analyze bracing the sidewall with steel. 
STRUCTURAL STEEL BRACING 
a) Steel Plates 
One of the advantages of using steel plates to brace the sidewall was that the plates would 
be easily covered for aesthetic appeal. Initially, it was assumed that the plates would be 
less than three inches wide and easily covered with stucco to hide the retrofit. However, 
due to the rectangular shape of the plates, the inertia required to limit the deflection of the 
wall could only be obtained with a section of substantial thickness. Refer to Appendix D 
for retrofit calculations. The plate bracing the wall between the second floor joists and 
the first floor joists along the 35-foot wall length required a plate with inertia of 63 in4. A 
plate with that inertia would have to be 4 inches thick by 12 inches wide, or comparable 
in size. The weight of that member would be 163 lb/ft, a heavy section that would 
require a 3-ton capacity crane or lift for installation. Since steel prices are governed by 
weight, OK Consultants decided to reduce the size of the plate required by decreasing the 
span. Also, the availability of a steel plate that size is limited, further increasing costs. 
The structural steel chosen for the plate analysis was ASTM A36. Stronger steel was not 
needed since the flexural and shear strength was not a critical factor in the analysis and 
deflection governed. 
The second design alternative OK Consultants looked into analyzing was dividing the 
plate span into two equal sections, which would require a support against translation at 
the center of the wall's length. The only way to brace the plates against translation at the 
center of the 35-foot length would be to run a vertical or diagonal member extending 
from the ground. Two options were considered. First, utilizing a steel flexural member 
extending vertically from the ground to the mid-height of the sidewall between the roof 
joists and floor joists. The vertical steel beam would transfer the load from the horizontal 
steel plates into the ground. The wide-flange section would be connected to the 
horizontal plates by bolting through the flanges. In order to transfer the load from the 
base of the vertical flexural member into the soil, a concrete footing would be poured 
under the base and connected into the existing strip footing for the masonry wall. It 
should be noted that a geotechnical investigation would be required to check the bearing 
OK 
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capacity of the soil and adequately size the footing. It may also be possible to connect 
the beam into the existing wall footing, therefore eliminating the construction of a new 
footing. 
Since the addition of a vertical bracing element would increase the thickness of the 
retrofit protruding from the sidewall, the steel plate no longer proves economical. In 
summary, the option of utilizing steel plates was ruled out based on the following: 
1. For a steel plate spanning horizontally along the 35-foot wall length, the 
section required was massive. Furthermore, material, fabrication, and 
installation costs make this design alternative uneconomical. 
2. With two steel plate sections, each 17'-6" in length, a vertical member was 
required to prevent translation at mid-length of the wall. The vertical element 
further increases the thickness of the retrofit, eliminating the advantages of 
using a thin steel plate. 
STRUCTURAL STEEL BRACING 
b) Steel Tees 
Bracing the party wall with steel tees at mid-height between the floors provides several 
advantages over steel plates. First, the web of the tee would be embedded into the 
masonry wall. The bearing of the steel tee on the brick would provide a better connection 
between the two materials, as opposed to a self-supporting steel plate. Also, the inertia 
provided by the tee is greater than the inertia of a plate, therefore, reducing the amount of 
steel required to brace the wall. 
Sizing of the steel tees was based on the desirable embedment depth of 2l-$ of the wall 
thickness, or approximately five inches. Therefore, it was preferable to use a WT5. The 
type of steel chosen for the tees was ASTM A992, with yield strength of 50 ksi and an 
ultimate strength of 65 ksi. The analysis was done utilizing one tee between each floor 
spanning the entire 35-foot length. The section required between the second floor joists 
and first floor joists was a WT 6X85. For a 35-foot long member weighing 85 lb/ft, a 
small crane or lift with a capacity of one and a half tons would be required. Again, 
material, fabrication, and installation costs would make this design technique 
uneconomical. 
The 35 foot span of the tee was reduced to 17'-6" by connecting two WT sections at mid-
length along the wall. Once again, a support would be required at the connection to 
prevent translation of the tees. This support could cither be a diagonal timber strut or a 
vertical wide-flange beam. From the structural analysis, it was determined that a WT 5x6 
would be required between the first floor and second floor, and a WT 4*5 between the 
second floor and the roof. However, it would be more economical to use the same 
section, the WT 5X6, at both locations. The weight of steel required for this method is 
minimal at six pounds per foot, and a small lift with a 250-pound capacity would be 
needed for installation. The most economical vertical flexural member at the tee 
OK 
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connection would be a W14 x 22. The flanges of the wide flange will be bolted to the 
flanges of the tees at the connection. 
The connections at the other ends of the horizontal tees, into the row home's exterior 
front and back walls, will be made with plates transferring the load into the exterior 
masonry wall. The plate will bear into the front and rear masonry walls a minimum of 8 
inches and have and protrude from the wall 5 inches so that it can be bolted and welded 
to an angle. The steel angle will have 5-inch equal legs and be bolted through the flange 
of the embedded tee and bolted to the bearing plate. The protrusion of the bearing plate 
will require the flanges of the tec to be coped at the intersection. The bearing plate 
should have a minimum thickness of Vz inch and the angle shall be VA inch thick. The 
area of the bearing plate required was a function of the masonry compressive strength and 
the reaction from the embedded tees. Refer to Appendix E for steel tec retrofit 
calculations. 
OK Consultants has analyzed the most economical retrofit techniques for the party wall 
and believe the embedded tees with a connection at mid-length along the wall would 
provide adequate structural stability with ease of installation. 
ex 
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RETROFIT BELOW GRADE 
The below grade geotechnical analysis of the foundation wall was analyzed utilizing 
information attained from geotechnical investigations performed by Lippincott 
Engineering Associates in the Logan section of Philadelphia. Since row home 
construction was relatively similar throughout the city in the 1900's, OK Consultants 
believe this information would be applicable to the North Philadelphia area. 
During OK Consultant's Phase 2, the main investigation, it was determined that the 
introduction of earth and hydrostatic pressures on the foundation wall induced the 
probability of failure in the row home's foundation wall. As displayed in Appendix F, 
the six-foot tall, 18-inch wide foundation wall comprises of limestone bonded by type O 
mortar. The foundation wall is supported on a concrete footing approximately one foot 
thick, three and a half feet wide. In addition to the introduction of lateral forces on the 
foundation wall, geotechnical investigations indicate that over the years, the limestone 
wall's mortar has decayed and currently displays material properties of sand, the main 
composite of mortar. This mortar decay has resulted in reduced resistance to tensile 
stresses within the foundation wall. Refer to Appendix G for the foundation wall 
integrity analysis. This below grade study made it evident to OK Consultants that there 
was a need to increase the structural stability of the party wall below grade. 
In Phase 2, the 80 percent cost estimation performed by OK Consultants, refer to 
Appendix H - Section 1, indicated that the most economical retrofit technique for the 
foundation wall would be to restore the current foundation wall's structural stability by 
grout injection. A high slump grout would be required to fill the voids within the 
limestone while, therefore restoring the tensile capacity of the wall. 
In addition to grout injecting the limestone wall for increased stability, OK Consultants 
recommends the introduction of a drainage system at the base of the footing to relieve 
hydrostatic pressures acting on the foundation wall. Excavation will be required for 
drainage installation. During soil excavation, safety must be observed, as there is a 
possibility of the hole caving in on a laborer at depths exceeding five feet. OK 
Consultants therefore recommends that excavation extend further back away from the 
party wall of the row home. Refer to Appendix I for approximate earthwork excavation 
requirements. 
Since the exterior face of the foundation wall will be exposed during excavation, grout 
injection should be performed both from the interior and exterior of the home. Grout 
injection from the interior is recommended, as the wall surface is the cleaner of the two 
facades. This will consequently prevent any need to water down the wall and 
consequently increase the wall's current moisture content. This grout injection process 
will begin at the base and continue up the foundation wall to ensure that the grout has 
3 Volume 1: Geotechnical Investigation - City of Philadelphia: Logan Section, Lippincott Engineering 
Associates, Delanco, NJ 
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successfully bonded to the current limestone wall. In addition, grout injecting from the 
base up prevent further wall damage due to the inducement of additional cracks. 
The drainage system that will be employed is a subsurface geocomposite. This 
geocomposite will comprise of a single-dimple geonet and two-ply felt. OK Consultants 
has researched the geocomposites market and recommends using Hydraway 300®, 
manufactured by Solutia. Refer to Appendix J. Hydraway 300 has many features and 
benefits. Not only is Hydraway 300 lightweight and chemically resistant, but it also 
displays high compressive strengths and water flow rates. Furthermore, the 
geocomposite has strong fusion bonding characteristics, a built-in protective board and is 
sold as individually wrapped rolls and is consequently easy and economical to install. 
Hydraway 300 can either be installed with the perforated pipe at the base of the footing as 
shown in Appendix J, figure 3, or by laying the perforated pipe at the top of the footing as 
shown in figure 4. OK Consultants recommends that the latter technique be employed in 
order to prevent additional excavation of soil. 
The roof gutters of row homes are connected to downspouts, which drain directly into the 
sanitary sewer lateral. The lateral, which is installed either under the house or inside the 
basement, depending upon the basement's relative elevation with respect to the street's 
main sewer, consists of cast iron pipe within the building. Outside the building area, the 
lateral sewer consists of vitrified clay pipe. Each lateral has a vent at the curb and is 
connected via a vitrified clay pipe to the main street sewer. According to the Sewer Code 
of the City of Philadelphia, the building owner owns the lateral. 
The perforated pipe in the Hydraway 300 drainage system will be connected to the 
current four-inch vitrified clay lateral sewer pipe. In sanitary flow systems composed of 
any material, changes in direction must be made with easy bends. To prevent clogging or 
fouling by the solid materials in the piping, OK Consultants recommends the use of a % 
bend plus a 45-degree Y, or a VA bend long sweep4. All connections will be performed 
using couplings. Should the need arise to use dissimilar meta! connections; dielectric 
unions must be used to prevent corrosion due to electrolysis. 
During excavation and installation of the drainage system, OK Consultants recommends 
that safety be observed, as workers will be working around existing electrical, gas, 
television, and cable ductwork. 
4 Stein and Reynolds: Mechanical and Electrical Equipment for Buildings John Wiley & Sons Inc. Canada, 
2000 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
The final economic analysis has been performed at 95 percent. From the economic 
analysis, it has been determined that the retrofit of the above grade wall is approximately 
S7,200-00. As displayed in the Cost Estimation, refer to Appendix H -Section 2; the cost 
to retrofit the newly exposed side wall is approximately three times the budget allocated 
by the City of Philadelphia for the retrofit of deteriorating homes. It should be noted that 
the case study home was used as a worse case scenario in the analysis of the retrofit of 
row homes in North Philadelphia. In addition, geotechnical investigations have not been 
included in the final cost estimation for the retrofit of the newly exposed sidewalls. 
OK 
BUDGET 
The budget presented below is in respect to OK Consultants' consulting fees generated 
for Phase 3 - Proposed Retrofit Method. 
Consulting Fees 
Travel Expenses 
Scheduling 
Total 
Rate 
$ 80/hour 
50/month 
40/hour 
3-Month Fee(USS) , 
48,000.00 
150.00 
2,400.00 
$ 50,550.00 
Table 1 - Consulting Budget for Phase 3 
The total consulting fee for the three phases of this project is 5181,800.00. 
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CASE 1: Joisls Embedded 4 " 
Roof Joists to 2nd Floor Joists 
Wal l Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weigh! of Wall (a) Midhcight 
Brick Compressive Strength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
( 
w 
fm 
PD 
PL 
e 
P 
9 
7.625 
382 
275 
101 
151 
2.67 
11.5 
Uni ts 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
S 116 invft 
I 443 in4/ft 
A 91.5 in2 
r 2.2 in 
k 1.0 
E„, 192500 PSI 
Check for F lexural Tension Stresses 
Moment at mid-height 
Load at mid-height 
Flexural tension stress 
P.* 
f, 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height 
Load at mid-height 
Stress from axial load 
Stress from bending 
Slendernesseffecl 
Allowable comp. stress 
Applicable Value 
Allowable bending stress 
Unity Equation 
M«* 
P^ 
fa 
lb 
kh/r 
Fa 
Fa 
Fa 
Fb 
Check for Safety against Buckl ing 
Pc 
Pe/4 
Pmh 
O K 
O K 
i 
O K 
128 
483 
7.90 
144 
634 
6.9 
14.9 
49 
140 
60 
60 
92 
0.278 
1 
1952 
488 
483 
1 
Units 
ft»|b/ft (Ignore Live Load) 
PLF 
PSI 
( f t < 4 0 P S I ) 
tVlb/ft 
PLF 
PSI 
PSI 
PSI for kh/r > 99 
PSI for kh/r <=99 
PSI 
PSI 
(Must be less than 1) 
PLF 
PLF 
PLF 
(Pmh < 1/4 Pe) 
CASE 1: Joists Embedded 4 " 
2nd Floor Joisis to 1st Floor Joisis 
Wall Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weigh! of Wall @ Midheight 
Brick Compressive Slrength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
t 
W 
fm 
Po 
PL 
c 
P 
s 
I 
A 
r 
k 
9 
7.625 
1145 
275 
214 
376 
2.67 
10.2 
116 
443 
91.5 
2.2 
1.0 
192500 
Units 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
in'/ft 
hi4/ft 
in* 
in 
PSI 
Check for Flexural Tension Stresses Units 
Moment at mid-height M^ 127 ft^lb/ft (Ignore Live Load) 
Load at mid-height Pmh 1359 PLF 
Flcxural tension stress f, -1.74 PSI 
OK (f, < 40 PSI) 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height M™* 169 ft'lb/fl 
Load at mid-height P^ 1735 PLF 
Stress from axial load fa 19.0 PSI 
Stress from bending fb 17.4 PSI 
Slenderness effect kh/r 49 
Allowable comp stress Fa 140 PSI for kh/r > 99 
Fa 60 PSI for kh/r <*99 
Applicable Value Fa 60 PSI 
Allowable bending stress Fb 92 PSI 
Unity Equation 0.505 
O K (Must be less ( h a u l ) 
Check for Safety against Buckling 
PC 1952 PLF 
Pc/4 488 PLF 
Pn* 1359 PLF 
NOT ADEQUATE 
(Pmh < 1/4 Pe) 
C A S E 1 : Joists Embedded 4 " 
1st Floor Joists to Grade Level 
Wal l Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weight of Wall @ Midheight 
Brick Compressive Strenglli 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
1 
W 
fm 
p,. 
e 
P 
s 
1 
A 
r 
k 
E . 
4 
7.625 
1298 
275 
327 
676 
2.67 
10.2 
116 
443 
91.5 
2.2 
1.0 
192500 
Units 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
in'/tl 
in*/n 
in2 
in 
PSI 
Check for Flexural Tension Stresses Units 
Moment at mid-height Mnill 57 ft*lb/lt (Ignore Live Load) 
Load at mid-height P^ 1625 PLF 
Flexural tension stress f, -11.90 PSI 
OK (f, < 40 PSI) 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height M ^ 132 ft-lb/ft 
Load at mid-height P^ 2301 PLF 
Stress from axial load fa 25.1 PSI 
Stress from bending lb 13.6 PSI 
Slcndemcss effect kh/r 22 
Allowable comp stress Fa 708 PSI for kh/r > 99 
Fa 67 PSI for kh/r <=99 
Applicable Value Fa 67 PSI 
Allowable bending stress Fb 92 PSI 
Unity Equation 0.523 
O K (Must be less than 1) 
Check for Safety against Buckling 
Pc 9880 PLF 
Pc/4 2470 PLF 
P^ 1625 PLF 
O K 
( P m h < l / 4 P e ) 
CASE 2: Joists Embedded 3" 
Roof Joists to 2nd Floor Joists 
Wal l Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weight of Wall <a>Midheight 
Brick Compressive Strength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
t 
w 
Cm 
PD 
PL 
c 
P 
s 
1 
A 
r 
k 
E. 
9 
7.625 
382 
275 
101 
151 
3.00 
11.5 
116 
443 
91.5 
2.2 
1.0 
192500 
Units 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
inVfi 
inVft 
in1 
in 
PSI 
Check for F lexural Tension Stresses 
Moment at mid-height 
Load at mid-height 
Flexural tension stress 
fvU 
P-* 
r. 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height 
Load at mid-height 
Stress from axial load 
Stress from bending 
Slendcmess effect 
Allowable comj>. stress 
Applicable Value 
Allowable bending stress 
Unity Equation 
M„* 
P -
fa 
lb 
kh/r 
Fa 
Fa 
Fa 
Fb 
Check fo r Safety against Buckl ing 
Pe 
Pc/4 
P«* 
OK 
OK 
I 
129 
483 
8.04 
148 
634 
6.9 
15.3 
49 
140 
60 
60 
92 
0.281 
1 
704 
176 
483 
Units 
ft'lb/ft (Ignore Live Load) 
PLF 
PSI 
(f,<40PSI) 
ft*lb/ft 
PLF 
PSI 
PSI 
PSI for kh/r > 99 
PSI for kh/r <=99 
PSI 
PSI 
(Must be less than 1) 
PLF 
PLF 
PLF 
NOT ADEQUATE 
t [Pmh < 1/4 Pc) | 
CASE 2: Joists Embedded 3 " 
1st Floor Joists to Grade Level 
Wall Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weigh! of Wall @ Midhcighl 
Brick Compressive Strength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
( 
W 
fm 
P» 
Pi 
c 
P 
S 
1 
A 
r 
k 
4 
7.625 
1298 
275 
327 
676 
3.00 
10.2 
116 
443 
91.5 
2.2 
1.0 
192500 
Doits 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
iifVft 
in*/fl 
in1 
in 
PSI 
Check for Fiexural Tension Stresses Units 
Moment at mid-height M„* 6! ft*lb/A (Ignore Live l-oad) 
Load at mid-height ?«* 1625 PLF 
Flesural tension stress f, -11.44 PSI 
OK <f, < 40 PSI) 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height M„* 146 fi'lb/ft 
Load at mid-height P,^  2301 PLF 
Stress from asial load fa 25.1 PSI 
Stress from bending lb 15.0 PSI 
Slendcmess effect M»/r 22 
Allowable comp. stress Fa 708 PSI forkh/r>99 
Fa 67 PSI forkh/r<=99 
Applicable Value Fa 67 PSI 
Allowable bending stress Fb 92 PSI 
Unity Equation 0.539 
O K (Must be less (han I) 
Check for Safety against Buckling 
?c 3562 PLF 
Pc/4 891 PLF 
P„* I62S PLF 
NOT ADEQUATE 
(Pmh < J/4 Pe) 
CASE 3: Joists Embedded 2 " 
Roof Joists to 2nd Floor Joists 
Wal l Parameters Uni ts 
Wall Height h 9 f t 
Wall Thickness t 7.625 in 
Weight of Wall ©Midheight W 382 PLF 
Brick Compressive Strength fm 275 PSI 
Dead Load P0 101 PLF 
Live Load p, 151 PLF 
Eccentriciiy of Load e 3.33 in 
Wind Pressure p 11.5 PSF 
Properties 
Section Modulus S 116 inJ/ft 
Moment of inertia 1 443 in4/ft 
CrosS-scctional area A 91.5 in1 
Radios of gyration r 2.2 in 
Support constant k 1.0 
Modulus of elasticity E» 192500 PSI 
Check fo r F lexural Tension Stresses Uni ts 
Moment at mid-height M,,* 130 ft*lb/fl (Ignore Live Load) 
Load at mid-height P,^  483 PLF 
Flexural tension stress f, 8.18 PSI 
OK ( f ,<40PSI) 
Check fo r Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height M,,. 151 ft*lb/ft 
Load at mid-height P^ 634 PLF 
Stress from axial load fa 6.9 PSI 
Stress from bending lb 15.6 PSI 
Slcndcmcss effect kh/r 49 
Allowable comp. stress Fa 140 PSI for kh/r > 99 
Fa 60 PSI for kh/r <=99 
Applicable Value Fa 60 PSI 
Allowable bending stress Fb 92 PSI 
Unity Equation 0.285 
O K (Must be less than 1) 
Check for Safety against Buck l ing 
PC 148 PLF 
Pe/4 37 PLF 
P^ 483 PLF 
N O T A D E Q U A T E 
(Pni l i < 1/4 Pe) 
C A S E 3 : Joists E m b e d d e d 2 " 
2 n d F l o o r Joists to 1st F l o o r Joists 
Wall Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weight of Wall @ Midheight 
Brick Compressive Strength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
1 
W 
Pni 
Pv 
P.. 
e 
P 
S 
1 
A 
r 
k 
e -
9 
7.625 
IMS 
275 
214 
376 
3.33 
10 2 
116 
443 
91.5 
2.2 
1.0 
192500 
■ 
Units 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
in'/ft 
in'/ft 
in1 
in 
PSI 
Check for Flexural Tension Stresses 
Moment at mid-hcighl NLj, 
Load at mid-height P„j, 
Flexural tension stress f, 
O K 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height MBJ, 
Load at mid-height P.* 
Stress from axial load fa 
Stress from bending lb 
Slendemcss effect kh/r 
Allowable comp. stress Fa 
Fa 
Applicable Value Fa 
Allowable bending stress Fb 
Unity Equation 
O K 
Check for Safety against Buckling 
Pe 
Pc/4 
P-* 
Uoits 
133 ft*lb/ft (Ignore Live Load) 
1359 PLF 
-1.13 PSI 
( f , < 40 PSI) 
185 ft*lb/ft 
1735 PLF 
19.0 PSI 
19.1 PSI 
49 
140 PSI for kh/r > 99 
60 PSI for kh/r <=99 
60 PSI 
92 PSI 
0.523 
(Must be less than 1) 
143 PLF 
37 PLF 
1359 PLF 
N O T A D E Q U A T E 
(Pmh < 1/4 Pe) 
CASE 3: Joists Embedded 2 " 
Ist Floor Joists to Grade Level 
Wall Parameters Units 
Wall Height h 4 f t 
Wall Thickness 1 7.625 m 
WcigiilofWall@Midheight W 1298 PLF 
Brick Compressive Strength fm 275 PSI 
Dead Load PD 327 PLF 
Live Load PL 676 PLF 
Eccentricity of Load c 3.33 in 
Wind Pressure p 10.2 PSF 
Properties 
Section Modulus S 116 in'/ft 
Moment of inertia 1 443 in/ft 
Cross-sectional area A 91.5 in 
Radius of gyration r 2.2 in 
Support constant k 1.0 
Modulus of elasticity E„, 192500 PS) 
Check for Flexural Tension Stresses Units 
Moment at mid-height M,^ 66 ft'lb'ft (Ignore Live Load) 
Load at mid-height Pnih 1625 PLF 
Flexural tension stress f, -10.97 PSI 
OK <f,<40PSI) 
Cbeck for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-hciglii M,^ 160 ft'lb/ft 
Load at mid-height P„j, 2301 PLF 
Stress from axial load fa 25.1 PSI 
Stress from bending fb 16.5 PSI 
Slcndemcss effect kh/r 22 
Allowable comp. stress Fa 708 PSI forkh/r>99 
Fa 67 PSI forkh/r<^99 
Applicable Value Fa 67 PSI 
Allowable bending stress Fb 92 PSI 
Unity Equation 0.555 
O K (Must be less than 1) 
Check for Safety against Buckling 
Pc 750 PLF 
Pe/4 188 PLF -
P^ u, 1625 PLF 
NOT ADEQUATE 
(Pmh < 1/4 Pe) 
CASE 4 : Joists Embedded 1 " 
Roof Joists to 2nd Floor Joists 
Wal l Parameters Units 
Wall Height h 9 f t 
Wall Thickness t 7.625 in 
Weight of Wall @ Midheighl W 382 PLF 
Brick Compressive Strength fm 275 PSI 
Dead Load Pp 101 PLF 
Live Load PL 151 PLF 
Eccentricity of Load c 3.67 in 
Wind Pressure p 11.5 PSF 
Properties 
Section Modulus S 116 inJ/ft 
Moment of inertia 1 443 in4/ft 
Cross-sectional area A 91.5 in* 
Radius of gyration r 2.2 in 
Support constant k 1.0 
Modulus of elasticity E* 192500 PSI 
Check for F lexural Tension Stresses Uni ts 
Moment at mid-height M ^ 132 ft'lb/fl (Ignore Live Load) 
Load at mid-height P^ 483 PLF 
Flexural tension stress f, 8.33 PSI 
O K ( f , < 4 0 P S I ) 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height M ^ 155 ft-lb/fi 
l-oad at mid-height P^ 634 PLF 
Stress from axial load fa 6.9 PSI 
Stress from bending lb 16.0 PSI 
Slcndemcss effect Idi/r 49 
Allowable comp. stress Fa 140 PSI forkh/r>99 
Fa 60 PSI forkh/r<-99 
Applicable Value Fa 60 PSI 
Allowable bending stress Fb 92 PSI 
Unity Equation 0.289 
O K (Must be less than 1) 
Check fo r Safety against Buck l ing 
Pe 4 PLF 
Pc/4 1 PLF 
P,,* 483 PLF 
N O T A D E Q U A T E 
(Pmh < 1/4 Pe) 
CASE 4: Joists Embedded 
2nd Floor Joists to 1st 
Wall Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weight of Wall @Midheight 
Brick Compressive Strength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
Joists 
h 
i 
W 
Pm 
PD 
PL 
c 
P 
9 
7.625 
1145 
275 
214 
376 
3.67 
10.2 
Units 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSI 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
S 116 jnVlt 
I 443 in*/ft 
A 91.5 in1 
r 2.2 in 
k 1.0 
Em 192500 PSI 
Check for Flexural Tension 
Moment at mid-hcighl 
Load at mid-height 
Flexural tension stress 
Stresses 
I vU 
Pmh 
f, 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at mid-height 
Load at mid-height 
Stress from axial load 
Stress from bending 
Slendemcss effect 
Allowable comp. stress 
Applicable Value 
Allowable bending stress 
Unity Equation 
NU 
P-* 
fa 
ft) 
kh/r 
Fa 
Fa 
Fa 
Fb 
Check for Safety against Buckling 
Pe 
Pe/4 
Pmh 
OK 
OK 
i 
136 
1359 
-0.82 
193 
1735 
190 
20.0 
49 
140 
60 
60 
92 
0.532 
1 
4 
1 
1359 
Units 
ft'lb/ft (Ignore Live Load) 
PLF 
PSI 
( f , < 4 0 P S I ) 
n*ib/ft 
PLF 
PSI 
PSI 
PSI for kh/r > 99 
PSI for kh/r <-99 
PSI 
PSI 
(Must be less than 1) 
Pl.F 
PLF 
PLF 
NOT ADEQUATE 
i [ P n i h < l / 4 P t ' ) 
CASE 4: Joists Embedded 1" 
1st Floor Joisls to Grade Level 
Wall Parameters 
Wall Height 
Wall Thickness 
Weight of Wall @> Midhcighl 
Brick Compressive Strength 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Eccentricity of Load 
Wind Pressure 
Properties 
Section Modulus 
Moment of inertia 
Cross-sectional area 
Radius of gyration 
Support constant 
Modulus of elasticity 
h 
1 
W 
fh i 
I'n 
Pt 
e 
P 
4 
7.625 
1298 
275 
327 
676 
3.67 
10 2 
Units 
ft 
in 
PLF 
PSl 
PLF 
PLF 
in 
PSF 
S 116 inJ/a 
I 443 inVft 
A 91.5 in2 
r 2.2 in 
k 1.0 
Em 192500 PSl 
Check for Flexural Tension 
Moment at mid-height 
Load at mid-height 
Flexural tension stress 
Stresses 
Molll 
r\* 
r, 
OK 
Check for Compression Stresses 
Moment at niid-hcighl M«* 
Load at mid-height PB)h 
Stress from axial load fa 
Stress from bending lb 
Slendcmcss effect kh'r 
Allowable comp. stress Fa 
Fa 
Applicable Value Fa 
Allowable bending stress Fb 
Unity Equation 
OK 
70 
1625 
-10.49 
1 
174 
2301 
25.1 
17.9 
22 
708 
67 
67 
92 
0.571 
i 
Units 
ft'lb/ft (Ignore Live Load) 
PLF 
PSl 
( f ,<40PSI) 
mm 
PLF 
PSl 
PSl 
PSl 
PSl 
PSl 
PSl 
(Must be 
for kh/r > 99 
for kli/r <=99 
less than 1) 
Check for Safely against Buckling 
Pe 20 PLF 
Pe/4 5 PLF 
P.,* 1625 PLF 
N O T A D E Q U A T E 
(Pmh < 1/4 Pe) 
£ ^ 
ECCU 
See Hanger Options Geneial Notes. 
UPLIFT 
• The ECCU End Column Cap is a modified ECC mat 
provides additional uplift load capacity. 
• The ECCU accommodates the same beam and post 
sizes as the CC. 
• ECCU44 and ECCU44R0T have two beam bolts; all 
other models have 4 beam bolts. 
- Request Foim T-ECCUP-R2 (or complete load 
information. 
GH 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
SKEWED SEAT 
• 6H hangers may be skewed to a maximum of 45° 
• The allowable loads are 100% of the table load. 
HANGER OPTIONS 
Typical GH Installation 
Skewed Right ECCU 
(except ECCU44) 
B SERIES 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
See also iSU/LSSU. 
SLOPED OR SKEWED 
- Web softeners are required for l-joist. 
■ L8V. 8, H6 series hangers can be skewed to a maximum 
of 4$° and/or sloped to a maximum of 45s. 
■ HH6. GB. KGB series may be sloped to a maximum 
of 45°. 
• For skews greater than 15*. uplift loads are 0.50 of 
the table loads. 
• Bevel cut the carried beam. 
•LBV, B. HB—slope and skew combinations have a 
maximum allowable download of 0.71 for LBV. 0.73 
for 6. and 0.58 (or HB hangers of the table load. 
• For skews only, the maximum allowable download is 
0.90 (for LBV hangers). 0.62 (for 8 and HB hangers) 
of the table load. 
• For sloped only between 0" and 30*. the allowable load 
is 100% of the table load. For 31° to 45', the maximum 
allowable download is 0.70 of the table load for 
the HGB series and 0.80 for all others. 
• All combinations of slope and skew may have more 
than W deflection under a full load condition. 
SLOPED TOP FLANGE 
• A top flange may be ordered sloped down left or down 
right to 35° with or without a sloped and/or skewed seat 
(see illustration). Reduce allowable table loads using 
straight-line interpolation (see open/closed W hanger 
top liange section). 
SADOLE HANGER 
• See 8 Beam and Purlin Hangers page 54.72 and 96. 
SPECIFY LOW SIDE. HIGH SIOE. OH 
CENTER FLUSH (HIGH SIDE SHOWN) 
SPECIFY f 
ANGLE SPECIFY 
ANGLE 
Typical B Sloped 
Oown Installation 
with Full Backing 
(LBV similar) 
B Hanger Sloped Down 
and Skewed Left with 
Sloped Top Flange Installation. 
Typical B 
Sloped Oown on 
Nailer Backed Installation 
F 
Typical B Sloped Down on 
Nailer with BacKer Block 
B Sloped Down NON-Backed 
on Nailer is NOT acceptable 
(Contact factory for custom order) 
141 
H A N G E R OPTION GENERAL NOTES fcWBBi I 
This information applies only to the "rang*-. . ' . ::■,-
Simpson Strong-Tie and installed per our ins:*. i Sorr.r 
lions ol these options on 3 single hanger have n." Seen e . 
In some eases, combinations ol these options i r i e t be IT 
lured. A qualified designer must always evaluate each cor 
including header and joist limitations, before specifying It 
Testing is performed using a standardized harder test m-
joisl in the test setup may Include the minimum arcunt ol s 
stability where appropriate. For example, (he slope' down hs 
are assembled with a joist cut on the lower end to lie flush v. 
member attached with three 8d common toenails. Header an: 
attached structural members are assumed fixed in actual ins; 
Horizontal loads induced by sloped joists must be resisted b. 
members in the structural system. 
MATERIAL: Gauge may vary from that specified depending or 
ufacturing process used. U. HU. HUTf, W and 8 hangers nor- . 
single-piece stirrups; occasionally, the seat may be welded, h 
figurations, height and fastener schedules may vary from the: 
depending on the joist size, skew and slope. 
FINISH; See specific hanger tables. Welded specials Simpso-
paint. Specials that are not galvanized before fabrication can : 
galvanized after fabrication: specify HDG. 
COOES: Modified hangers, due to their numerous variations,: 
code reports, except U/HU (NEH-499). 
LOADS: For multiple options on the same connector, use the s. 
, l a ­
in, 
--• 
T-S:S 
„ ;od 
tr 
:ns. 
■-ran-
nave 
'con* 
■•■flat 
.•on 
:«[ 
reduction factor to ; . - ' 
TO OflOffl: Use the i : 
W4I0 hanger and NL>* 
only a few of these fer . 
INSTALLATION:* Fas:-- **. 
specified in l ie i'& 
• Fill all holes wit" 'n 
•N20A. N20A«^f.:. , 
•B.WandGLTf^-" f ; 
Toorderacusio". 
• Bevel-cut the »5CC 
wood members'-' 
! lowest design loads. 
■ -rations below to order specials. The example snow: 
is most available options; most special hangers have 
iSl 
quantities may be increased beyond the amount 
lard hanger table. 
* table-specified fastener types. 
;54A fasteners are supplied with hangers. 
^rs for sloped seal installations are assumed backed 
ion-backed hanger, contact factory. 
member's end for skewed type A hangers: butt-cut 
skewed type B hangers. 
W D 410X 0 3 0 L 2 0 TFDL20 S=3 9 / i 6 T F o p e n 2 0 OSR 
TTTT 
MoOet 
BwiU 
MoO., 
Gun 
Dj&j. jaw 
X-Spee.' 
1 1 
S • Saddle TF"'op Flange 
WWtMSVi.) Open(M') 
L« Skewed Top Flange 
-eft (»■) Down Left ( » * ) 
ft : 5 ■ * ~ r-- Oflaei Top 
, Slgnl) Flange HIS"' 
<OSL»Ofleet 
p . Sen Top Flange Uf l ) 
C o - ' (M'( 
( U . Seal Up) 
MODEL I' 
1 
il 
I 
i l &8I 1 4 5 ' 1 45 ' 
EG 
68 
GH 
GLS 
GLT/GLTV 
45 ' 
45 ' 
SO" 
50 ' 
GLTC 
H3,'HBI I 4S' 
l| 
I • 1 
4 5 ' 
45 ' 
45* 
45 ' 
• 
• 
45" 
HGB . 45* 
HGLS ! SO' | 45 ' 
• 
I 
i 
II 
i 
I 
• 
e 
• ■ 
• 
H6LT/HGLTV . SO" 1 45 ' , • 
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HANGER 
OPTIONS 
MATRIX 
Seepages 141 to 145 for 
-model options. 
NOTE: No uplift toads are 
allowed for welded header 
attachments. 
' Available in 45s only. 
" * JB/LB cannot be modified. 
use LBV. 
* " A / a i l 3 t t J in bevel cut 
or square cut joist 
**. . . 
i ---. ' .-^->:: i HANGER OPTIONS 
W/WNP/HW/WPT/WNPPT/WMPT 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
INSTALLATION: • Some models are available in Type A (Bevel Cut) and 
Type B (Bun Cut) styles; all models are available in Type B style. 
Check factory when ordering. 
• Bevel-cut the joist (or skewed Type A hangers (see illustration). 
Butt-cut the joist for Type B hangers. 
• Hangers with a skew greater than 15° may have all the joist nails on 
the outside angle. 
- Skewed HWs have (ace nails and require a minimum header depth of 3 # . 
HANGER HEIGHT 
• For hanger heights exceeding the joist height by more than 2 \ the 
allowable load is 0.50 of the table load. Fillers are acceptable to maintain 
full load. 
SLOPED AND/OR SKEWED SEAT 
• Non-skewed hangers can carry the design lo3d when the seat slope 
is within 2* ot the joist slope. Designer must check that wood bearing is 
not limiting. 
• W/WNP/HW series may be skewed to a maximum of 84" and/or sloped to 
a maximum ol 45s. 
• For slope only, skew only, or slope and skew combinations, the allowable 
load is 100% ol the table load. 
UPLIFT LOADS 
• Hangers can be sloped to 45° and/or skewed 45" at 100% of the uplift load. 
• Skew option is only on hangers with "W" 3 9/16* or less. 
■ For skews greater than 45° there is no uplift load. 
■ Specify the slope up or down in degrees from the horizontal plane and/or 
the skew right or left in degrees from the perpendicular vertical plane. 
Specify whether low side, high side or cenlef of joist will be flush with 
the top ol the header (see illustration). 
SLOPED TDP FLANGE 
• A top flange may be ordered sloped down left or down right to 35* 
with or without a sloped and/or skewed seat (see illustration). Reduce 
allowable table loads using straight-line interpolation (see open/closed 
top flange). 
OFFSET TOP FLANGE 
• The top flange may be offset left or right for placement at the end of 
a header (see Illustration). The allowable load is 0.50 of the table load. 
• For skewed and offset top flange hangers, the maximum allowable 
load is 0.50 of the table load or 2000 lbs., whichever is lower. 
OPEN/CLOSED TOP FLANGE 
• The top flange may be opened more or closed less than the standard 90' 
(see illustration) to a maximum of 30°. except the HW which can 
not be closed. Reduce allowable loads using straight-line interpolation. 
• Example: For a top flange open 30°. reduce toad to |(90-30)/90I x 
table load. 
SADDLE HANGER 
• To order, add D to model and specify S dimension (see illustration). 
RIDGE HANGER 
• Top flange may be sloped to a maximum ol 35* to accommodate a ridge 
(see illustration). Specify angle of the slope. Reduce allowable load using 
straight-line interpolation. See Open/Closed example. 
SPECIFY J 
Typical W Top View 
Skewed Left 
Type A Hanger 
Typical HW 
Top Range Sloped Down 
Left with Low Side Flush 
TOP FLANGE 
OPEN 20° 
Typical W 
Skewed Left 
Type B Hanger 
(specify A style if required) 
WNP 
with Open 
Top Flange 
SPECIFY LOW SIDE. HIGH SIOE. OR 
CENTER FLUSH HOW SIDE SHOWN) 
Model 
No. 
WNPU 
L_ 
WNPUPT; 
iHWU 
W 
1V4-5^ 
1X.-3K. 
1V.-7JS 
H 
9-18 
13/^22,-1 
23-28 
9-18 
18>r22K 
L - — i - - i 
1 23-26 
9-18 
18J4-22X-
23-28 
28>H32 
Fasteners 
Joist 
I 6- IOdxi / , 
6-10dxl>S 
6-10dx1# 
6-KWX1X; 
6-10dxlJ£. 
6-10dx i« 
6-100x1/, 
6-IOdxl/* 
6-i0dx1J4 
8-10dx1>$ 
Header 
7-16d 
7-i6d 
7-1 Ed 
; 7- l6d 
7-16d 
; 7-16d 
3-16-3 
3-1 Ed 
8-16d 
8-163 
Uplift 
C33) 
77S 
(160) 
355 
485 I 485 
315 1 315 
775 I 855 
485 | 485 
315 1 315 
810 ; 855 
765 765 
635 i 635 
1005 ' 1005 
Typical HW 
Sloped Down, 
Skewed Right with 
Low Side Flush Type A Hanger 
(Joist end must be bevel cut) 
WD Saddle Hanger 
mi 
Typical W 
Ridge Installation 
Typical WPT 
Top Flange Offset Left 
HANGEI OPTIONS 
U/HU 
: .-.-. are available. 
*?■; J j " skews, see SLfl/SUL and 
: u *_5SU connectors. 
i . - m m u m of 6 7 W and sloped to a 
Sea Hanger Options General 
Nat a l l Slope and Skew Con 
CODE: BOCA. IC80. SBCCI t 
SLOPED ANO/OR SKEWED 
• For low-cost, code-rep 
HSUR/HSUl. See also 
• U/HU may be skewed : 
maximum of 45". 
• For all options, uplift lc ; a n 075 of table loads. 
• For combined slopes a r : skews, trie maximum allowable 
download is 080 of the ■«(« oad. 
• For slope only or skew . ity, the allowable download is 100% of 
the table load. 
STRAIGHT OR CONCEALED FLANGE 
• HU is available with ihe - flanges straight at 100% of the fable 
loads if W > 3MT. 
• If W < 3'. use N10 nail--1! 0.64 of the table load. 
• If W > 3", use I0d nails >: 0.8-1 of the table load. 
• HU is available with A t ; -ge$ concealed, provided the W dimension 
i s 2W«* or greater, at 1C . "»C the table load. 
• HU is available with one -ang? concealed when the W dimension 
is less than 2 3 V at f 0C ot tne table load. 
• For skewed onty hanger; the flange on the acute side can be 
'0% of the table load. Consul! factory for skew 
mges can be concealed at 100% of 
the flange on the acute side can 
'Consult (he lactory for 
I end grain, ihe allowable 
. . ; L6?o(tfM table oad. 
Typical U 
Sloped Down. 
Skewed Right 
Installation 
Typical HUC 
Installation on a Post 
ACUTE 
SIDE 
Top View 
U Hanger 
Skewed Right 
SPECIE 
ANGLE 
Top View 
U Hanger 
Skewed 
Right > 50 Typical HUC 
Installed on g Beam 
HUTF 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
SLOPED AND/OR SKEWED SEAT 
• HUTF can be shewed to a maximum of 45s or sloped to a maximum 
Of 45". HUTF can be skewed and sloped down, provided W £ 2 H ' . 
Hanffers with a skew greater than 15* may have all the joist nailing 
on the outside angle. 
• For the skewed-only HU34TF. HU24-2TF and HU44TF. the allowable 
loads are 0.5O of the table load. All other models have a maximum 
allowable load of 0.60 of the table loads. 
• For skews greater than 15". uplift loads are 0.75 of ihe tabic loads. 
• For sloped and skewed fiangers. the allowable loads are 070 of the 
(able loads. 
• For sloped down only hangers, allowable load is 0.78 of Ihe (able Icac 
CONCEALED RANGE 
• HUTF is available with A Ganges concealed provided the W dimension 
is 23V or greater, at 0,35 ;f the table load. No skew options available. 
SPECIFY 
ANGL£ 
Typical HUTF 
Sloped Down Installation 
(Specify low side, high 
side, or center flush) 
SPECIFY 
ANGLE 
Top View HUTF Hanger 
Skewed Right 
HGUS/HHUS 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
SL0PE0 AND/OR SKEWED SEAT 
• HHUS hangers can be skewed to a maximum of 45" and/or sloped to a 
maximum of 45*. 
• HHUS skew only, maximum allowable download is 0.85 of the table load. 
• For sloped only or sloped and skewed hangers, the maximum allowable 
download is 0.65 for HHUS. 
• Not all slope and skew combinations are available: consult the factory 
for information. 
• The joist must be bevel-cut to allow lor double shear nailing. 
• Uplift loads for sloped/skewed conditions are 0 7 2 of the table load, 
not to exceed 2475 lbs for HHUS hangers. 
HGUS nangers can be skewed only to a maximum of 45'. Allowable loads are: 
Models Down Load UpliH 
2x 0 7 5 of table load 0.84 of table load 
2-2x. 3-2x 0.45 of table load 0.50 of table load 
• Square or bevel cut Is acceptable. 
SPECIFY 
ANGLE 
Top View HHUS Hanger 
Skewed Right (Joist 
must to bevel cot) 
All Joist nails Installed 
on the outside angle. 
HANGER OPTIONS 
MBHA 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
SKEWED SEAT 
* Seat can be skewed at 45" only. The maximum 
allowable download is 3495 lbs and 1585 lbs 
uplift 'or Height 7.25. For all other models, use 
the table listed download .and uplift ot 2390 lbs. 
LEG/MEG/EG 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
SKEWED SEAT—TOP FLANGE MODELS ONLY 
• The lEG/MEG/EG series can be skewed up to 45*. The maximum 
allowable load is 10.000 lbs. lor LEG and MEG. 14.250 lbs. tor EG. 
SL0PE0 SEAT—TOP FLANGE MODELS ONLY 
• The lEG/MEG/EG series can be sloped up to 45*. The maximum 
allowable load is 9665 lbs: see illustration. 
NO SLOPED AND SKEWED COMBO AVAILABLE. 
OFFSET TOP FLANGE 
• The LEG/MEG top flange may oe offset left or right (or placement 
at ihe end of a header (min W = 3, min H * 11%} (see illustration). 
The maximum allowable load is 5665 lbs. 
• No skews allowed on offset hangers. 
Typical MBHA 
Installation 
Typical 
LEG/MEG 
Top Flange 
Offset Left 
Typical LEG/MEG/EG 
Sloped Down Installation 
WM/WMI/WMU 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
INSTALLATION: • Bent-cut Ihe joist for skewed hangers (see illustration). 
HANGER HEIGHT 
• For hanger heights exceeding the joist height, the allowable load is 0.50 of Ihe table load. 
SLOPED AND/OR SKEWED SEAT 
• WM/WMI/V/MUs may be stowed and/or sloped to 45* maximum. 
■ The allowable load is 100% ot the table toad. 
OFFSET TOP FLANGE 
• The top Itange may be offset left or tight for placement at the end of a header. 
The allowable load is 0.50 of the table roof load. 
Model 
NO. W 
Fai!B(ian 
jQilt Top Face 
l g ' 0 7/4 9 to18 . S-IOdxia 2-l6dDPLX 4-Jixl* Masomy 
Uplift 
(133 4 
160) 
660 
WMU 1ft to 7^ 
\J JO 7/, 23 to 2fl 
18^10 22 / . ; 6-IOdxlj i 2-l6dDPLX 4-Jixf Masonry 660 
* " • - ■ " • 6-10dxU-~g-"Jt>dDPlX 4-JJxr Masoniy 626 
*^^ 
^ 
.' . 
s 
>J • N J P 3 X ' ? V ^ P r ^ f e ^ :■ i r "^ **' 
fe ^Wi 
•W 
**x***^ * 
s 
r^ ; 
: 
v- • 
Typical WM 
Sloped Down, 
Skewed Right 
Block Wall 
Installation 
c 
MSC 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
INSTALLATION: • Distribute the total load evenly about 
the cshterlme lo avoid eccentric loading. 
■ Fasten all built-up members together as one unit. 
• Mei height wi l l be calculated based on specified valley rafter 
depth and slope by Ihe factory unless noied otherwise. 
SLOPED AND/OR SKEWED VALLEYS 
■ The valley rafter stirrups can be sloped & skewed to 45a. 
• The total design load of the hanger is split petween 
the ridge rafter (20%) and each valley rafter (40%). 
• For Iwo valley rafter connections with no ridge rafter 
memper. divide the lotal load by two for each valley 
rafter load. 
CODE: 80CA. ICBO, SBCCI NER-432. 
MSC1.81 with 
Valley rafter 
skewed 4 S , 
and sloped 0 
Typical MSC4 
Installation 
Dimensions 
Model j — 
H°- ! w km TF 
MSC2 *X« 5>i 2>i 
MSC1.81 1%j S# 2J4 
MSC4 3)f* 7* 2J4 
Fasteners Hips 
L | Header; J o * \}£i\S£ 
12 
18 
«*«J388Si * ^ 
'-« £S-«"£ 
Allowable Loads 
(100 & 125) 
Hip . Jack Total 
2535 1265 6335 i 
2010 1005 5025 
2535 I 1265 6335 
2010 ; 1005 S02S: 
. 3 3 3 5 . 1665 8335 . 
3335 1665 8335 
1-For valley rafters witr combined 
slope anc skev.s ber..«n 
0* and 45'. us? 45" sope 
and skev; loads. 
2. Use total load vrhuDtrs 
is no cent!' member 
3 MSC4 is i,.-la ale in V*t 
Gluiamwom 
4 MSC181 WCMSC2 mailable 
m saddle cond.iions 
lorder MSCOI.81) 
9 
! 
MSC4 with 
Valley Rafters 
slope'd and 
skewed 45 
^ - ■ :■ !> • ' . :■ •■ 
ANSI/TPI 1 - 1 9 9 5 NOTE 
ANSl/TPi 1-1995 is lt\e National Design Standard tor Mt'al Plate 
Connected Wood Truss Construction. Within mis standard, the design 
criteria and design responsibilities lor all truss*to-truss connections are 
delmefl. One section oi this standard includes a requirement to check the 
cross gram tension value oi the lumber in the carrying (girder) member 
at e^cn lace mount hanger connection. 
Although the ANSI/TPI 1-1905 standard does not alfect the carrying 
capacity of our connectors, the cross grain tension of the lumber may be 
limiting. This calculated value for the lumber is controlled by the lumber 
cross-section (number of plys). wood species and the location of the 
upper most fastener in the (ace mount hangers. Some face mount truss 
hanger connections will have reduced allowable load values when this 
standard is applied. See Simpson Strong-Tie's ANSI/TPl load fables on 
pages 146-151. 
Connections Unaffected by ANSI/TP11-1995 
• Top flange hangers such as the PF. HUTF, WPT series, and MSCPT are 
nol affected. 
• THA adjustable truss hangers art not affected provided the hanger is 
wrapped over the top oi me truss chord and is fastened to either the top 
or back ol the chord. 
• Bolted connections such as our THG8 series, and THG2AR/L are nol 
affected when attached to a vertical web member. 
• Connectors attached to a solid sawn header, glulam beam or composite 
wood product such as an LVL. PSL and LSL are not affected. 
• Miscellaneous connectors such as the VPA. HRC. HCP. LTS. MTS. HTS. 
TBE. TC. ETA. META, HHETA Hurricane Ties and angles are not affected, 
THGB 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
SLOPED OR SKEWEO SEAT 
• The maximum allowable load 'or slope 
is .87 of the table load. 
- The maximum allowable toad for skew 
is .74 of the table load. 
THG8H3SKL J-
HANGER 
O P T I O N S 
Typical THGB 
Installation 
Skewed Left 
Typical GLT 
(HGLT similar) 
Top Flange 
Offset Left 
GLT/HGLT/GLS/HGLS/GLTC/GLTV/HGLTV 
See Hanger Options General Notes. 
INSTALLATION: • Bevel-cut the carried beam for skewed hanaers. 
HANGER HEIGHT 
• For hangers exceeding the joist height by 2\ allowable load is 50% of the 
table roof load. 
SLOP£0 AND/OR SKEWED SEAT 
• GLT/HGLT and GLS/HGLS series may be skewed to a maximum of 50* 
or sloped to a maximum of 45s. 
• For skews greater than 15°. multiply the table uplift load by 0.50. 
• for sloped only, the maximum allowable load is 6500 lbs. for the GLT/GLS 
9165 lbs. for the HGLT/HGLS. 
- for skewed only, the maximum allowable load is 6550 lbs. for the GLT/GLS. 
7.980 lbs. for the HGLT/HGLS. The deflection at full loading may reach W. 
• Sloped and skewed GLT/GLS configurations have a maximum allowable load of 
5500 lbs. Sloped and skewed combinations are not allowed for the HGLT/HGLS. 
SLOPED TOP FLANGE 
• A top flange may be sloped down left or down right to 30" with or without a sloped 
and/or skewed seat (see illustration). Reduce allowable table loads using straight-
line interpolation. 
OFFSET TOP FLANGE 
- The top flange may be offset left or right for placement at the end of a header. 
The maximum allowable load is 0.50 of the table roof load lor the GLT/GLS. and 
0.45 for the HGLT/HGLS. 
• for skewed and offset top flange hangers, the maximum allowable load is 3500 lbs. 
MODIFIED FOR UPLIFT CAPACITY 
• The 3 gauge GLTC is a modified GLT with enclosed stirrup and backing plate for 
higher uplift conditions. 
• first attach the GLTC to the joist. Then lift the joist and hanger into place. 
• The maximum allowable loads are 3660 lbs uplift and 7000 lbs download. 
S1C1FY10WSI 
"IHStCtQRCiN 
Rl-$»W1T"» 
new s»ce nus* 
i l K " " 
Typical 
HGLTTop Flange 
Sloped Oown Left 
with Low Side Flush 
Typical GLT 
Sloped Oown. 
Skewed Right with 
Low Side Flush GLTC 
CUSTOM STEEL PLATES 
Simpson makes a variety ol flaf and bent steel shapes, which include gusset plates for heavy 
timber trusses, custom ornamental snapesand retaining plates-
MATERIAL: 3 gauge maximum 
FINISH Galvanized. Simpson black or gray paint, stainless steel. 
TO ORDER: • Supply a CAO drawing in 0XF format with complete details of hole shapes, 
hole sizes, and hole patterns (approx. W tolerance), scale 1:1. 
• Total plate shape and size up to max. dimensions of 48' x 48* (approx. W tolerance). 
• Simpson does not provide product engineering or load values for Custom Steel Plates. 
• Pricing is based on "envelope" size of requested sieel shape. Contact Simpson lor information. 
" W and "H" indicate 
the envelope size of 
the steel shape. 
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Steel Beam Design Page 1 I 
D e s c r i p t i o n 
G e n e r a l I n f o r m a t i o n Calculations are designed to AISC 9th Edition ASD and 1997 USC Requirements 
S t e e l S e c t i o n : W 1 4 X 2 2 
Center Span 20.00 ft 
Left Cant. 0.00 ft 
Right Cant 0.00 ft 
Lu : Unbraced Length 10.00 ft 
Fixed-Free 
LL & ST Don't Act Together 
Fy 
Load Duration Factor 
Elastic Modulus 
SO.OOksi 
1.00 
29.000.0 ksi 
P o i n t L o a d s 
Dead Load 
Live Load 
Short Term 
Location 
0 1 
0.72Q 
20.000 
0 2 
0.250 
10.000 
# 3 " 4 45 # 6 # 7 
[ | Summary ^ J 
Using: W14X22 section. Span = 20.00ft. Fy = SO.Oksi 
End Fixity = Fixed-Free. Lu = 10.00ft. LDF - 1.000 
Moment 16.900 k-ft 
lb : Bending Stress 7.001 ksl 
t b / F b 0 .393:1 
B e a m O K 
Sialic Load Case Governs Stross 
Shear 
tv : Shear Stress 
f v / F v 
0.970 k 
0.307 ksi 
0.Q15 : 1 
Allowable 
44.112 k-ft 
18.275 ksi 
63.204 k 
20.000 ksi 
Max. Deflection 
Length/DL Oetl 
Length/{DL+LL Deli) 
•0.637 in 
753.2 : 1 
753.2 : 1 
F o r c e & S t r e s s S u m m a r y 
« - These columns are Dead + Live Load placed as noted - - » 
Maximum 
Max M -
Max. M -
Max. M © Left 
Max. M © Right 
Shear © Left 
Shear © Right 
Center Deli. 
Left Cant D ell 
Right Cant Oetl 
...Query Dell © 
16.90 k-i 
0.97 k 
0.72 k 
-0.637 in 
0.000 in 
0.000 in 
0.000 ft 
Reaction © Left 0.97 
Reaction © Rt 
Fa calc'd per 1.5-2, K'L/r > Co 
DL 
Onlv 
-16.90 
0.97 
0.72 
-0.637 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.97 
LL 
fl Center 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
LL+ST 
9 Center 
-0.637 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.97 
LL 
©Cants 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
LL+ST 
© Cants 
k-ft 
k-ft 
k-ft 
k-ft 
k 
k 
0.000 in 
0.000 in 
0.000 in 
0.000 In 
k 
k 
S e c t i o n P r o p e r t i e s W 1 4 X 2 2 
Depth 
Width 
Web Thick 
Flange Thickness 
Area 
13.740 in 
S.OOOin 
0.230 In 
0.335 in 
6.49 in2 
Weight 
l-xx 
l-yy 
S-xx 
S-yy 
22.04 Wtt 
199.00 in4 
7.00 in4 
28.967 In3 
2.800 tn3 
r-xx 
r-yy 
Rt 
5.537 in 
1.039 in 
1.250 In 
-0 063 
4.126 
-0.190 j 
-0253 
-0315: 
4 3 3 0 
•0-U3 
4 1 0 6 
-0570 
000 2 ' 10 *l M 
1 
6 00 BOO 10 00 
! 
1200 
l _ . . 
I 
i 14 00 
^ * w 
16.00 
^ ^ ^ 
ieoo a 90 
Local VD«f»c tOn [in) Icca'.on Alcoj Member (ft) 
0 0 
-1650 
-3 350 
-5 070 
-6 760 
-5 450 
-10140 
-11930 
•13520 
-15 210 
000 
BerwirtQ Modern <k-nj 
200 4.00 a.co 1000 12.00 
location Atocg MemMr (fl) 
14.00 13 00 vaco 20 00 
0970 
0873 
0776 
0679 
0.682 
0435 
0388 
0291 
0194 
0097 
00. w 
^ ^ ^ ~ 
'" " " 
J 
. ^ 
_ , J 
SriM< Load (K> locaicn Aiorg uamtv (n) 
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Appendix F: Foundation Wall Source: Lippincoit Engineering Associates, New Jersey 
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Saturaicd Unit 
Weighi (PCF) 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Friclion Angle 
(Degrees) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Active Earth 
Pressure 
Coefficient. Ka 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
i.oo| 
K.inli Pressure 
at Base, PA 
(lb/ft) 
480 
420 
360 
300 
240 
180 
120 
60 
Flcxunl Tensile 
Stresses in Wall 
f,(psi) 
4.2 
0.0 
-4.3 
•8.S 
-12.8 
-17.1 
•21.3 
-25.6 
Saiuraled Unit 
Weight (PCF) 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
Friclion Angle 
(Degrees) 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
20 Sj 
10 5 
Ac live Earth 
Pressure 
Coefficient, Ka 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
liarth Pressure 
at Base, PA 
(lb/ft) 
572 
500 
429 
357 
286 
214 
143 
71 
Flcxural Tensile 
Stresses in Wall, 
(to 
10.7 
5.7 
0.6 
-4.5 
-9.6 
-14.6 
-19.7 
-24.8 
Saturated 
Unit Weight 
(PCF) 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Friction Angle 
(Degrees) 
15 
IS 
15 
15 
IS 
15 
15 
15 
Active Earth 
Pressure 
Coefficient, Ka 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
1.70 
Earth Pressure 
at Base, PA 
(lb/0) 
815 
713 
611 
510 
408 
306 
204 
I02J 
Flcxural Tensile 
Stresses in Wall, 
Mpsi) 
28.0 
20.8 
13.6 
6 J 
•0.9 
•8.1 
•15.4 
-22.6 
Saturate*! 
Unit Weigh! 
(PCF) 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Friclion Angle 
(Degrees) 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
Active Earth 
Pressure 
Coefficient, Ka 
2.04 
2.04 
2.04 
2.04 
2.04 
2.04 
2.04 
2.041 
Earth Pressure 
at Base, PA 
(lb/ft) 
979 
857 
734 
612 
490 
367 
245 
122 
Flcxural Tensile 
Stresses in Wall. 
filpsi) 
39.7 
31-0 
22.3 
13.6 
4.9 
•3.8 
-12.5 
-21 2 
Saturated Uni l 
Wcigh i (PCF) 
80 
70 
60 
SO 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Friction Angle 
(Degrees) 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Active I-.jfHi 
Pressure 
CcMrfficicnl, Ka 
1.42 
1.42 
1.42 
1.42 
1.42 
1.42 
1.42 
1.42 
Earth Pressure 
al Base, PA 
( lb/A) 
682 
597 
511 
426 
341 
2S6 
170 
85 
l-'k-Miul Tensile 
Stresses in Wal l , 
f,(pSi) 
18.5 
12.5 
6.5 
0.4 
-5.6 
-11.7 
•17.7 
-23.8 
Saturated 
Unit Weight 
(PCF) 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
Friction Angle 
(Degrees) 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
.HI 
Act ive Earth 
Pressure 
Coefficient, Ka 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
. 3.00 
300 
Earth Pressure 
al Base. I \ 
(lb/ft) 
1440 
1260 
1080 
900 
720 
540 
360 
180 
Flcxural Tensile 
Stresses in Wall. 
rt(psi) 
72.4 
596 
46.8 
34.0 
21.3 
8.5 
-4.3 
■ 1 7 1 
Above Grade Analysis Appendix F 
ANAYSIS BA! 
_ _ _ . _ . _ _ i _ , . _ 
5ED ON i * 2 STORY ROW HOME - NORTH PHILADELPHIA 
MAJOR/ALTERNATIVE RETROHTUNli TECHNIQUES - ABOVE GRADE 
■ 
Above Grade Retrofit Costs (80%) 
25,000^ 
20.000-
SJ- 15,000-
W 
O 10.000-
5,000-
0-
r\ M 
/ ■ 
i 
m 9 fl 1 I—lfl~~l 1 - f l J - l J l l l l l l 
1-
S.™*L—i^Ef ^ S , ^ , ^ ^ . ^ , ^ , - ^ , ^ S , ^ ^ . ■ ^ - f 
Techniques 
1 1 
Key: 
1 [Attachment of an Additional Wythe 
2 Anchoring & Ty 
3 Shotcrete 
4 Ferrocement 
5 Sleel Bracing 
: 
inq of Joists to Wall 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Pressure Treated Timber Bracing 
Plastic Timber 
Treated Lumber 
Applyinq Reinforced Composite Fabrics (RCFs) 
10 Demolition 
111 Real-Estate Worth 
1 
Betow Grade Analysis Appendix F 
ANAYSIS BASED ON A 2 STORY ROW HOME - NORTH PHILADELPHIA 
OR/ ALTERNATIVE RETROFTTTING TECHNIQUES - BELOW GRADE 
Below Grade Retrofit Cost Analysis (80%) 
1 Constructing a New Foundation Wall 
2 Option 1: Grout Injection 
3 Option 2: Capping with Concrete 
Retrofit Cost Analysis @ 80% Appendix F 
ANAYSIS BASED ON A 2 STORY ROW HOME - NORTH PHILADELPHIA 
MAJOR/ ALTERNATIVE RETROKETTWG TECHNIQUES - ABOVE GRADE 
V I 
Technique [Cosl (S) 
ATTACHMENT OF ADDITIONAL WYTHE 
ANCHORING & TYING JOISTS 
SHOTCRETE/ SPRAYED MORTAR/ GUNITE/ JETCRETE 
FERROCEMENT 
EXTERNAL BRACING 
Opiion 1: Stcci bracing 
Option 2: Pressure Treated Timber 
Option 3: Plastic Timber 
Opiion 4: Treated Lumber 
APPLYING REINFORCED COMPOSITE FABRICS (RCKs) 
DEMOLITION 
13,366.25 
3,175.13 
5,311.25 
5,582.50 
3,390.48 
3,173.48 
3,356.58 
3,051.43 
9,588.56; 
6,500.00 
REAL-ESTATE WORTH I 25,000.00 
MAJOR/ ALTERNATIVE RETROFITTING TECHNIQUES - BELOW GRADE 
CONSTRUCTING NEW FOUNDATION WALL 
RESTORING CURRENT FOUNDATION WALL 
Option 1: Grout Injection 
Option 2: Capping with Concrete 
- — ■ 
32,686.23 
17,542.78 
25,062.53 
RSMo3ns - Repair Remodeling Coat Oata • Commercial/ Residenlial, 2000 Above Grade 30% Increase on Cos! Estimation 
S/23/20017:18PM 
Description 
MOBILIZATION OF SITE 
EXCAVATION & FILL 
■Dons b/tillinj; hulk u|> la 300'. haul, no compaction 
Unit Quantity 
CY 
MAJOR RETROFITTING TECHNIQUES 
FLASHING PARAPET W A L L , flashing assumed @ 100% 
Brick. 4' brick. 4" backup block 
MOISTURE PROTECTION 
Option 1: Water Repellents 
Water vascd liquid, roller applied 
D O U B L E W T STEEL SECTIONS BRACING 
Saw cutting, brick or masonry w/hand held saw. per inch ofdepih 
WT SX6 
W14X22 
1" diameter bolls, 3" long 
ANCHORING & TYING JOISTS 
Option 1: compovilc/multlwvlhc solid wall 
Boll anchors for brick l/2"diam.. 2 1/2" lone, double 
Angle framing. Held fabricated. 4" and larger 
COST BENEFIT OF DEMOLITION AND RE( 
DEMOLITION As per TPI Metro (September 29, 2000) 
Option 1 : Two (2) Storv Row Home 
Option 2:Thrce (3>Story Row home 
1 . ■ -
REAL-ESTATE WORTH Realtor: ERA America Realty, 
Option 1 :Two (2) Story Row Home 
1 
1 Option 2:Threc (3) Story Row home 
TOTAL ABOVE AND BELOW RETROFIT C( 
LF 
SF 
LF 
LF 
LP 
Ea 
Ea 
Lb 
:ONSTRU( 
lia 
Ea 
190.00 
3S.M 
675.00 
70.00 
35.00 
31.00 
30.00 
200.00 
700.00 
:TION 
1.00 
1.00 
Philadelphia, 
Ea 
Ea 
PA 
1.00 
LOO 
)ST ESTIMATION ( 
Material ($) 
Unit 
19.50 
0.SS 
1.25 
5.60 
13.25 
1.31 
1.S5 
0.35 
% 95% 
Total 
0.00 
682.SD 
481.25 
87.50 
11 
39.30 
370.00 
245.00 
Labor($) 
Unit 
0.2S 
30.00 
0.06 
7.30 
2.n 
1.80 
1.85 
1.77 
I 
| Total 
53.20 
1,050.00 
52.50 
511.00 
104.30 
55.80 
0.00 
370.00 
1,239.00 
Equipment ($) 
Unit 
0.61 
2.60 
2.15 
1.30 
0.19 
Total 
115.90 
1S2.00 
75.25 
40.30 
0.00 
133.00 
Total (S) 
169.10 
1.732.50 
533.75 
780.50 
375.55 
506.85 
39.30 
740.00 
1.617.00 
1 
6.500.00 
11,000.00 
25,000.00 
35.000.00 
Net Cost (S) 
169.10 
1 
1.732.50 
533.75 
921.70 
2,357.00 
6,500.00 
11.000.00 
25,000.00 
35.000.00 
7,122.56 
Appendix H 
Page 1 of 1 
RSMeans - Repair Remodeling Cost Data - Commercial/ Residential, 2000 Below Grade 30% Increase on Cost Estimation 
5/23/20017:18 PM 
Descriplion 
REQUIRED RETROFITTING 
Unit Quantity Material (S) 
EXTERIOR FOUNDATION UNDERDRAIN (Accounted for additional piping) 
Pipe bedding, graded itravel 3/4* lo I/2" |CY 
I 
3pllon 3: Geocompojitcs (Hvdraway 300) 
Single dimple SF 
105.00 
210.00 
MAJOR/ ALTERNATIVE RETROFITTING TECHNIQUES 
RESTORING CURRENT FOUNDATION WALL 
Option 1: Grout Injection 
Grouting, 8" thick pumped, not including block LF 35.00 
Unit 
1.32 
20.00 
0.70 
Total 
13S.60 
Labor(S) 
U n i t 
0.54 
4.200(10 
24.50 0.5S 
Total 
74.S4 
20.30 
Equipment (S) Total ($) 
Unit Total 
0.08 2.B0 
213.44 
Net Cost (S) 
213.44 
4.200.00 
4.200.0Q 
47.60 
47.61 
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tlon: C 62 - 87 
-ZZ^ZT 
3 / 
Amancan AsKoaOon Stata 
"tgrroiay md Tranaoortaoon Often* Stannara 
AASMTOHo.;M 114-78 
'Standard Specification for 
Fiuildin " ' " ' " ^ 
'Shale) 
i il i g Brick (Solid Masonry Units Made From Clay or 
( halAV 
rvrt nadUd is '«'J— U D d e r •** ' ' , c d desitnauon C 62: Ihc number immediately following the denjnation indicates (be year of 
jg^jflil adoption <x. iolhecneofrrvtnon. the year Oflast revtsiQn. A number in rjarenu%esea indicates the year Of last rcapptovaL A 
—pcr^ iipx ep»lt"i W indicates ™ editorial chance since the last rcvisKjo Of reapproval. 
Tfaj specifkaiion has b*** approved for uie by agenda ofihe Department of Defense and for listing in the D-.-o Index of Specifications 
#4 Standards. 
x i Tte speciHcation covers brick intended for both 
1 and non-structural masonry where external ap­
is not a requirement. The brick are prismatic units 
_ in a variety of sizes, shapes, textures, and colors. 
- —(cificauon does not cover brick intended for use as 
^ , ante or where surface appearance is a requirement, 
■I Specification C 216). 
tJ Brick are manufactured from clay, shale, or similar 
■jpraBy occurring earthy substances and subjected to a heat 
<ot at elevated temperatures (firing). The heat treat-
must develop a fired bond between the particulate 
nts to provide the strength and durability require' 
of this Specification, (see firing, fired bond, and 
*jrsc*eru fusion in Definitions C 43.) 
IJ Brick may be shaped during manufacture by molding, 
fiesng, or extrusion, and the shaping method may be used 
• describe the brick (see Definitions C 43). 
U Three grades of brick are covered in this Specification. 
IJ The values stated in inch-pound units are to be 
iojafded as the standard. 
t fUfereoced Documents 
II ASTM Standards: 
C43 Definitions of Terms Relating to Structural Clay 
Products1 
C67 Methods of Sampling and Testing Brick and Struc­
tural Clay Tile2 
C 216 Specification for Facing Brick (Solid Masonry Units 
Made from Clay or Shale)2 
-2 ANSI Standards: 
A 62.3 Standard Sizes of Clay and Concrete Modular 
Masonry Units3 
3- ^aysical Properties 
•1 Appearance—If brick are required to have a particular 
™jpfc texture, finish, uniformity, or limits on cracks, 
^Page or other imperfections detracting from the appear-
, ance they should be purchased under Specification C 216. 
3.2 Durability—The brick shall conform to the physical 
requirements for the grade specified, as prescribed in 
Table 2. 
3.3 Unless otherwise specified by the purchaser, brick of 
Grades SW and MW shall be accepted instead of Grade NW, 
and Grade SW instead of Grade MW. When the grade is not 
specified. Grade MW shall govern. 
3.4 The saturation coefficient requirement shall be waived 
provided the average cold water absorption of a random 
sample of five brick does not exceed 8 %, no more than one 
brick of the sample exceeds 8 % and its cold water absorp­
tion must be less than 10 %. 
3-5 Freezing and Thawing—The requirements specified 
in 3.2 for water absorption (5-h boiling) and saturation 
coefficient shall be waived provided a sample of five brick. 
meeting all other requirements, complies with the following 
requirements when subjected to 50 cycles of the freezing-
and-thawing test:4 
15 on 
Subcommittee 
^ " " • ^ l i o i i is under the jurisdiction of ASTM Committee C-
ClJOJ 7 ? M**°niV Units and is the direct responsibility of e i 
t u r n ™ y 8 r i r t " ^ StaKtum CUy Tile. 
P J ; ^ ™ ' edition approved Feb, 10. 1957. Published April 1987. Ortijaally 
j™00 w C 6J - 27. Last previews edition C 62 - 85a. 
i J J 3 ? Bock °f ASTM Standards, Vol 04.05. 
V«H vJrb , e f l 0 , n American National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New ^ • " T 10QI3. 
Grade SW No breakage and not greater than 0.5 3 
in dry weight of any individual brick. 
loss 
' Brick arc not required to conform to ibt provisions of 3.5. and these So not 
apply unless -'■'. sample fails to conform to '.he requirements for absorption ano 
saturation coefficient prescribed in Table 1 ot the absorption requirements in 3.4. 
A particular lot or delivery shall be given the same grading 
as a previously tested lot. without repeating the freezing-
and-thawing test, provided the brick are made by the same 
manufacturer from similar raw materials and by the same 
method of forming; and provided also that a sample of five 
brick selected from the particular lot has an average and 
individual minimum strength not less than a previously 
graded sample, and has average and individual maximum 
water absorption and saturation coefficient not greater than 
those of the previously tested sample graded in accordance 
with the freezing-and-thawing test. 
TABLE 1 G m t i R*quir*m«nts le* Faca Einoswraa 
Expoaua 
■ 
In vtrocal surracM: 
in contact wfln •arm. 
Not in contact wim MMl 
In otnv man varOeal SUHBCM: 
in contact witn •artrt 
Not n contact wrtn aarti 
WMth%nng in*' 
LOU SO to 
manSO SOO 
MW SW 
MW SW 
SW SW 
MW SW 
INOH B] 
SOO and 
9rMtar 
i. — ■ - J - — -
sw 
sw 
sw 
sw 
105 
FACING BRICK (ASTM C 216) 
TABLE * loknmca am IX»«ri— 
— ' 
Specified Dimension. 
ia.(mn) 
j (7ftl iod under 
Over J-4 (J6 to 102). ind 
0*r 4-6 (lOJio 1521. ind 
Ovt,6-8(l52 v> 203L ind 
Owt 8-12(103 IO 305V ind 
CMr |2-l6 (305 10 406V ind 
M m n - j n Pernio 
»Ne VtruiKw from 
Specific"] DimefiBoo. 
ptui or minm. 
in. (mm) 
Type 
FBX 
Hi (1.61 
Vn<2.41 
V» (3.2) 
¥n 14.0) 
'Ai(5.6) 
| 'Ml ' .1) 
T>pe 
FBS 
*u (2.41 
tt*(3J) 
^•(4.7) 
V.. (6.4) 
VU(7.91 
* 19.J) 
T\BLE 5 Tok iWM «i Oinoctio, 
Muilmum F*ce DimenBoo. in. 
(mm) 
I (20J1 and undci 
Over g-12 (203 to 3051, ind 
Ov«r 12-16 (30510 4061, ind 
Vn(i.4) 
V, (3.2) 
Vo (4.01 
500 
g * 3 NEGLIGIBLE WEATHERING 
M 0 0 E R A T E WEATHERING 
%m SEVERE W E A T H E R I N G 
F1C. I * « W r t n lodeir* ia i W United S t t m 
77if dnmcft i Society for Toting and Materials takei no pontic* •especttng the •alidity of any patent rights auened in connection 
■nift any arm mentioned m this standard Users ofihtt ttandard are expressly advised that dettrminaiian of the •alidity of any rwn 
patent nghts. antt the risk of Infringement of such eights, are entirely ihei' own responsibility. 
This standard u mtyrcr to revision at any time by the responsible technical commute* and must be 'eviewed every ft*e yean and 
>f not Ttued. either reaaproved or withdrawn Tour comments a/t irmied euhtr ft* r m b M of Ihu standard or foe additional 
standards and thould be addressed to ASTM Headquarter*, your Comments will receive cartful consideration ai a meeting of the 
responsMe technical committee. which yo\, may attend. If you feel that your comments hare tot receded a fair hearing you should 
make your . i / w known ( 0 the ASTM Committee an Standards. I°i6 Race St.. Philadelphia. Pa. I9I0J. 
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--P** 
p*mlMibrt Variations in Dimensions 
*"* __.«■ siD9. »M American National Stanoanj Saw of 
, • ■ ^ ^ g s c n r y IWW "*Si A62.3. Al Of tne s«e3 fatM in thts 
^ ■ • * ~ T T ' 1 p some parts ot tht tjHrted States, and purcnasers 
(jmanwofi. m. (n™) 
*7 3 «4(76 to l021 .nd 
^<m6(102tOl52).mcl 
S 6 io 3 (152 to M3). « * S« to ' 2 f203 lo305 ) ,« ) 
o i i 2 t o l 6 ( 3 0 5 t O « 6 ) . « l 
MawTun 
Pwmisstie 
Vanaoons from 
Spacmed 
Dimension, plus 
or minus. 
«. (mm) 
^ ^ or performance of the construction. 
**» (2.*) 
<* p.2) 
Vu (4.8) 
V' (6.4) 
Vie (7.9) 
* (9.5) 
5.3 Unless otherwise agreed upon by the purchaser and 
the seller, a delivery of brick may contain not more than 5 % 
broken brick. 
6. Sampling and Testing 
6.1 For purpose of tests, brick that are representative of 
the commercial product shall be selected by a competent 
person appointed by the purchaser, the place or places of 
selection to be designated when the purchase order is placed. 
The manufacturer or the seller shall furnish specimens for 
tests without charge. 
6.2 The brick shall be sampled and tested in accordance 
with Methods C 67 . 
NOTE—Unless otherwise specified in the purchase order, the cost of 
tests is typically borne as follows: If the results of the test show that the 
brick do not conform to the requirements of this specification, the cost is 
typically borne by the seller. If the results of the tests show that the brick 
do conform to the requirements of this specification, the cost is typicalh 
borne by the purchaser. 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
i Initial Rate of Absorption /Suction) Both laboratory and field 
j-cupoons have shown that strong and watertight joints between 
^gW wd masonry units are not achieved by ordinary construction 
M^.vh when the units as laid have excessive initial rates of absorption. 
Uortv that has stiffened somewhat because of loss of some mixing 
M f io a unit do« not make complete and intimate contact with the 
•to&i unit, resulting in poor adhesion, incomplete bond, and water-
f«neible joints of low strength. Hence, the initial rate of absorption of 
M i*a>u should be determined by the method described in Section 9 of 
Urtbods C 67. if it is not known that it is less than 30 g/tnin per 30 in. : 
<ru cm1). Units having initial rates of absorption exceeding 30 g/min 
jw JO in.1 should be well wetted prior to laying. They may be wetted 
—mediately before they are laid, but it is preferable to wet them 
•ofoughly 3 to 24 h pnor to their use so as to allow time for moisture to 
&etome diswbuteo; throughout the unit. 
8 Weathering Index The effect of weathering on brick is 
*tatcd to the weathering index, which for any locality is the 
product of the average annual number of freezing cycle days 
*nd the average annual winter rainfall in inches (or 
millimetres), defined as follows:4 
A Freezing Cycle Day is any dav during which the air 
temperature passes either above or below 3 2 T (OX). The 
average number of freezing cycle days in a year may be taken 
to equal the difference between the mean number of days 
during which the minimum temperature was 32*F or below 
« - ^ U neCdo1,0 a n e f m m c ,hc "gathering index for any locality may be found 
fc!?™"™ from OK tables of Local Climatologial Data, published by ihe 
««r Bureau. U. $. Department of Commerce. 
and the mean number of days during which the maximum 
temperature was 32*F or below. 
Winter Rainfall is tht sum, in inches (or millimetres) of the 
mean monthly corrected precipitation (rainfall) occurring 
during the period between and including the normal date of 
the first killing frost in the fall and the normal date of the last 
killing frost in the spring. The winter rainfall for any period 
is equal to the total precipitation less one tenth of the total 
fall of snow, sleet, and hail. Rainfall for a portion of a month 
is prorated. 
Figure I indicates general areas of the United States in 
which brick masonry is subject to severe, moderate, and 
negligible weathering. The severe weathering region has a 
weathering index greater than 500. The moderate weathering 
region has a weathering index of 50 to 500. The negligible 
weathering region has a weathering index of less than 50. 
The use of Grade MW brick in a wall area above grade is 
structurally adequate in the severe weathering region, but 
Grade SW would provide a higher and more uniform degree 
of .resistance to frost action. The degree of durability called 
for by Grade SW is not necessary- for use in wall areas above 
grade in the moderate weathering region. Grade MW brick 
performs satisfactorily in wall areas above grade in the 
no-weathering region, where the average compressive 
strength of the units is at least 2500 psi (17.2 MPa) Grade 
SW brick should be used in any region when the units are in 
contact with the ground, in horizontal surfaces, or in any 
position where they are likelv to be permeated with water. 
The American SocWy tor Tasting and Materials taxes no position respecting rna vaMMy ol any pesent no/its assarted m connection 
"In any Bam mentioned h ttus standard. Users of this standard ara expressly advised that determination ot the vaAOTy of any such 
P*tent ognts. and the to* ol Infringement ol such ngrtts, ara entirety then own responsibility. 
This standard is sirtyact to revision at any time by tha responsible technical committee and must be reviewed every five years and 
ithot revised, either reapproved or withdrawn, your comma/its are invited ether lor revistin o( this standard or tor additional standards 
snd should be addressed to ASTM Headquarters. Your comments will receive caretm consideration at a meeting of the responsible 
technical committee, which you may attend, it you feet that your comments have not received a fair nearmg you should make your 
v*ws *nown to Ml ASTM Committee on Standards. 1916 Race St.. WiittoWnrt. PA t9W3. Known to the ASTM Committee on 
Standards, 1916 Race St.. Philadelphia, PA 19103. 
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^ N E G L I G I B L E WEATHERING 
MOOERATE F E A T H E R I N G 
£ £ 3 SEVERE W E A T H E R I N G 
FIG. 1 Weathering Indexes in the United Stales 
TABLE 2 Physical Requirements 
Minimum Cornpressrve 
Strength (took ftatwoe). 
ea. p* WP») 
Maximum Water AbsorpOon 
by 5^1 Boang. % 
Maximum Saturation 
Coeltoent* 
Average ol 
SSocx 
t £ v i 3000(207) 
f*v* 2500(17.2) 
IW '500(103) 
individual 
2500(17 2> 
2200(15.21 
1250(8.6) 
Average ol 
5Br<k 
17.0 
22.0 
no Unit 
mowiouai 
20.0 
25.0 
noUmrt 
Average ol 
5 e n c * 
0.7fl 
OSS 
no limit 
inOn-fluK 
0.80 
090 
nplmit 
I coefficient is me raoo ot aoscmtion oy 24-n Submenwn m CC#J water to ihat after S4i suOmerS«n in porting water 
j MPf Absorption and Saturation Coefficient 
^ * [ f brick are intended for use exposed to 
. : the weathering index is less than 50 (see Fig. 1 
-M Note B at the end of this specification). 
■ -| specified the requirements given in 3.2 for 
- on (5-h boiling) and for saturation coefficient 
d and a minimum average strength require-
, - ■ (17.2 MPa) shall apply. 
^ I W h e n brick are required having strengths 
^escribed in Table 2, the purchaser should 
■JS strength. 
j morption—See Explanatory Notes. 
ring 
II 
r e t ( 
■ I 
size of brick shall be as specified by the 
laximum permissible variation in dimen-
umis shall not exceed those given in Table 
less otherwise specified in the invitation 
• w e t h e r solid or cored at the option of 
cross-sectional area of cored brick in any 
)e bearing surface shall be at least 75 % o f 
tonal a rea measured in the same plane. 
No pan of any hole shall be less than % in. (19.1 mm) from 
any edge of the brick-
4.3 Fragging—Unless otherwise specified in the invitation 
for bids, one bearing face of each brick may have a recess of 
panel (frog) not exceeding Va in- (9.5 mm) in depth, except 
that in brick containing deep frogs any cross section through 
the frogs parallel to the bearing surface shall conform to the 
requirements of 4.2. No pan of the recess Shall be less than 
% in. (19.1 mm) from any edge of the brick. 
5. Visual Inspection 
5.1 The brick, as delivered to the site, shall, by visual 
inspection, conform to the requirements specified by the 
purchaser or to the sample or samples approved as the 
standard of comparison and to the samples passing the tests 
for physical requirements. Minor indentations or surface 
cracks incidental to the usual method of manufacture, or the 
chipping resulting from the customary methods o f handli-
in shipment and delivery, should not be deemed groun/ 
rejection. 
5.2 The brick shall be free of defects, deficiencies, a. 
surface treatments, including coatings, that would interfere 
with the proper setting of the brick or significantly impair the 
174 MASONRY SPECIFICATIONS REFERENCE MANUAL 
u niis should be determined by the method described in 
Section 9 o r Methods C 67. if it is not known that it is 
less than 3 0 g / m i n - 3 0 in.1 (30 j / m i n - 1 9 4 cm ' ) . Units 
having initial rates of absorption exceeding 30 g/min-
30 in. should b e well wetted p n o r t o laying. T h e y m a y 
be wetted immediately before they are laid, hut it is 
preferable io wet them thoroughly 3 to 24 h prior to 
their use so a s t o al low t i m e for mois ture t o become 
distributed throughout the unit. 
N O T E 3 — Purchasers should ascertain the type and 
sizes o f brick available i n the locality unde r considera­
tion and should specify accordingly, stating a s u e and 
type represented by the available brick. In general, brick 
having a wide range o f c o l o n will require greater tol­
erance for the full range of colors than for a restricted 
range of colors. 
NOTE 4—For a list o f modu la r sizes, see the A m m ­
a n National S u n d a r d Sizes of G a y and Concrete 
Modular Masonry Unit*: ANSI A62.3. Not all of u v 
sizes listed in this standard arc produced in some p a n . 
of the United State*, and purchasers should ascertain 
the size o r sizes available-
N O T E 5—When surface colored brick, other than 
sanded o r flashed, are specified for exterior use. the 
purchaser should require tha t da t a be submitted show, 
ing that after 50 cycles o f freezing thawing there is no 
observable difference in the applied finish when viewed 
from a distance o f 10 ft (3.0 m ) under an illumination 
of not less than JO ft-candles (<38 lx> by an observer 
with normal vision. 
Service records o f the performance o f the particular 
coated brick in e l t e n o r locations may be accepted in 
place of the freezing and thawing test, upon consent of 
the purchaser. 
DesgpiUon 
TABLE I Craie RfqBirwwu Foe Fae* Expotart* 
Weathering lnde« 
(Note I] 
Exposure Less 
ihart 
JO 
Jrtto 
soo 
500 
and 
jreater 
In veruoj surfaces: 
In contact with eanh MW SW SW 
Not in contact wiih earth MW SW SW 
In oiher than vertical sur-
faces: 
In contact with eanh SW SW $W 
Not in contact wjifa earth MW SW SW 
Minimum Compressive StitnpJi 
Iprick rUr-ise) psi. (MPa) 
poauca 
Maximum Waurr 
Absorption by 5-h 
Boiling. % 
Average o / J 
frnck Individual 
Average 
of Stock 
Individual 
Maximum Saturauon 
Coefficient' 
£?22L IndivKhul o f i onc» 
Grade SW 
Grade MW 
3000(20.7) 
2500(1 ' J ( 
2500(17.2) 
220O(IJ.2> 
17.0 
22.0 
20.0 
25.0 
0.78 
o.aa 
0.80 
0.90 
*TT>e saturation coefficient if the raoo of abaorpuofi Dy ---K submersion in cO>d water* 10 that after 5-h submersion in polling 
water. 
TABLE J MaxhMM Pemi»*Jbte Extern of Ctuppagc From ihr Edges "*3 Corwrn otFWahcd face o> Ficr- onio ihe Surface 
Chippagc in in. (mm) in from rvr*ttt*> Chippage in in. <rnim in Com 
Type Percentage 
Allowed' Edtf Cooiei 
Percentage 
Allowed1 
FOge 
0-*. 
(0-1.2) 
0-V. 
(0-6.4) 
0-'A* 
(0-7.0) 
Comer 
0-'4 
10-4.4) 
0 -4 
'0-9.5) 
0-vi 
10-12.7) 
FBX 
FBS' 
(Smooth) 
FBS* 
(Rough) 
FBA 
5*©rkss 
10% or less 
l 5 * o r l a » 
4 - « ft-H 
0.2-6.4) (4.4-9.5) 
W-y„ Vvv 
(6\*-7.fl| (9.5-12.7) 
(7.9-11.1) (12.7^19.1) 
U specified by the purchaser 
95 to 100 % 
90 to ICO % 
S5to 100% 
Percentage 0f exposed bnct allowed in the w*JI wiih chips measured the lined dimensions in from an edge or comer. 
'Smooth tenure is the unbroken natural die finish. 
r Rough tenure is the finish produced when the face it sanded, combed, scratched, or scarified or the die skin on the face n 
entirely broken by mechanieaj means such as wire-cutiing 0* wire-brushing. 
"^ F 
>» '— I " rdrmc* i r a n i B » f roraauHaf. * -
vice tfcal b> a hoaad-H. » i n t lwnwrt r f iWii 
a t * *» 0 I T (O.rP) M l btj k m M M "ad 
rielbmtd ID axartaace - 1 * Method E 77 Tae 
caUrauoa rxrtafcatc «repbrl | M be *«»Wfc 
b>>Mptci.c«.Jili'> U | . « - • r. . 
i r f T t a M W i Maaw,ka, M n 
I I Can* itnottaiare i——rim detice mrf 
k. MmUm Mapcr t tHX of btaktp r .nfd 
" * t i r V *ba l bt C a a b l M d taaaafly, « - ^ r--
nr* IMn ia a qucKoa of accwacr. Ih i i caK*» 
boa ahai be performed by CMMMfctJ the read-
■««> on At Hawnaun aarantriraj device at lao 
Mmnmaura at tan » T ( I JX) »«Wl 
J.t Cabtnboa of ike m i i* ml• i* rneanrita, 
device* m., be aaadt ia tal or other tuMbk 
bathe haitna a n J m dcaaty ■fpro-uion it m a * 
to 
l.l.l UahMMa Dtc baib teaipcf*tKnr coraUM 
wihtn 0. JT ( O r t ) dariiaj ike period of d * tea. 
53 3 Have both the tcatorraiatt and rtjt»-
tnce lempemuw nitwinS»«. detect anaiauiaed 
ia ifcc bath for . iwiaamvat o( 1 nun before 
mdaaj laaMewtaj n 
W t Coatiaafaat) mtulate ih» bath kejurd 
w rrcmlr a nr-fcna tcnaprrahir? 
J. 1.4 StajkUy lap ttennanieleii conlarniraj 
aoaad io t M H adheuon of ike hqnaj » ike aba* 
if (M leMpoiiart fipo—e it bmn reduced. 
M i l , b * 111 ■« itaiprrnarc a ■pecified. e*l-
reraet I t* M M I M de*kc at a ttmpemant 
withia » J T i r C l of * C Lrr-.iline icnaprrUurt 
*- l TtoanotKraatftca'freshly ntitdo»crtte 
aiaj be anaiana ui tke iiaaaporitat eor»C*nent 
pronidetj ike araaor of iNr terapOaiurr aKawf-
hag dr-rax hat at kaat 1 a*. (7J aa«] of concrete 
ccwr n aO direcDoaa aroaad i t 
i . l I f tBHT. l .Jf J U - : l , r l W , r n , , f . t c o f K - m ( 
BMT be ofcuiaa] (damtaj roarteK pUttracat 
aalai i>< forma «• Die co*tnje*f. 
t 3 tf Ibe IKUHCCxiina oquapraca* or reaos-
nacni Tom* art aca ued a* ike — m m . ■ 
taanpat thail be rrtp%rtd aa kr.:~t 
' i l l Iraiaediuer>. prior io PPnh|n| da 
freahl, atiiedeoncrtte.danpen t « d > > M ) a a , 
awaple coaiaMer. .« • 
U J SaiBf4e ihe htahlf miicd CMcMe ■ 
aetordance -ilh Meihod C I »J. aanaai D M ajaa. 
pcaitr «n- tin i rt .v. rmuirrd ■* Uw oai, f a . 
POK (or obtain)* L v ianta( it to draaraih. 
•onpemare. 
61.1 Pkeethefrnhlj railed taacRteieUaai 
COMainel. 
6.1.4 WMaooncrtieroatteinanoaruaalakav 
Unum •-■ 't of annate froier ikaa ) ia. (If 
■ ■ l i ■ " • » re°* i l M ■>'■ before Oat ■!•■«■-
alure it (Utalirnl afler miiiaa, 
T. Preeafan 
T.I Plan the i-n-.|if laiuir iiviv.H'a * m 
•a. iht fretU) mived eorNrat v i " m i v leaaaar-
Hurt teiuiia] poni>»i . \ irfmerard a auaraaaai 
of ) in. (75 mml Gently pre" 'Ke eoaeax 
I ICHJUI iKc lempeiwurt r - u u n i « * i " ' ■ *■> 
IkaboE of the eoacrew to Hot aaatatnl aar W> 
Penlaie don not afkel ihe readiaf, 
J.l l e » « Ike Wmptralwt nwatanda dc—o 
i i Ihe frtihlr rnUed eonottt for • ■.!"■"■ 
period of I nun or uMil ihe lenaptntxt ■ " ■ J 
X * t - h K » then t a j and ft>ord ikr « t « « — t 
».l Comfiett ihe tempfril"" " * » " * ^ 
df Ikf IreihlY - " l td eoacreie - i l k " 5 ■»• ■ * * 
^ a » 
•f i ly 
bceainint i v atrapk. 
». teaati 
t l R«ord ihe meawrrt lernpe-aWT 
froWr «ni.od eoaertte to ike aearot T P » « » 
V Pl«tUaaaan»>U-
« l I h < p r « i t - o B . ' « I h a i o r * » i a ' - * 1 * * 
have not bren dtleim.ned A P* r*m*?TT „ 
Baierneai - 4 be ind-dM -ken * . » — — 
data han been ofcuined »«l a-alyted 
l l " v . . . V . » , » l r < , — . - - . I - - . . . . . 
■ t l — I — I U M M a w l % w f d i 
*Vaa»a^»tnkn^<i 
ZSZ£Z&^ 
f m a f - r f r a * * * - * -
i al - - " - . . r — • . ■ ■. -....-. w .. « » — •* ■»-• i 
( • l i r i l l M H W i r. ~ . . . - . - . . . - I * . 
DaaVatj0n:CeT~»4 
gtandard T« ti Methods of 
S-^jttofl and Twtiog Brick »od 8tna«i«l Ctiy « • ' 
j - : s - s - - « . i - - < * 
m a M W M l m — ■ ■ ' f c - n — i r f * 
fcJKV„,r.LS,_i-L. - 1 , - 1 • ¥«aV-
_. Ia«»laaaKi»«^fonrreotr«hBaW>h«r«inpiini 
aaltCtajrJbSdtaadanetaraldaTUIe Wkoaak *e 
fl* witaltk a> til trpca ol umn a n ir.:!nii 
i </ mp™". ■r|PBM*l ■""■*■ ■ • ■ ( ■ • i "**-
i — M a . ftSrd of hnmr« M naBMa, tfnom, 
V k*al ran of ttxn&X. i * l o c a , B « - i " a of - o a t * 
| i | i , fct*Oi ctaaK, tad l a d area (»ilhi.i-»il 
i cT — paniaral 10 a n a e r tu td I - . r« l i k Nt 
IJ tVi a a f M abn «w awprr. l e .aaVn, aU o/'W 
r<|o< o n r m i 1/ i iy . aaorMlnl - A -■ - ■■■ U > i ' " 
■■aaaWi, afflkj, v o/Oii i*t*aV* ra rnobUiA wr-o 
MfaMayaaikaaltt aratajotj a t idnrmw da aaeft'.a-
•*% <f -l(W*."7 (l m 11 ii h i I I l k * M I N 
i i t n n s u w o 
C t? luBinofcuj of SuwumJ O i y rMdaCkt1 
C l >t fcairlrailLja far C w w Cturd Slfnanial Ctay 
tV™, IU., (■»>« B m l . m l VJ.1 Miv-_-i U - » ' 
C I » j a » » i a l r ^ ^ l , a a n l ^ & B O - » 
■trtaoBoaift. Font V^ntarna of loraia MidiUia" 
* ' " * t o l *a> Bi'-"iii>, io IMnlodi of Mrckaaal 
•JWibl 
.".') Ttraaaalua, C * tad IrraiieolotT r t ) thall bt 
" i ™ 1 • ■PC*!** to tKt tena- and » bVW H I 
, _ fljjfj* yrrrtSr*r"««--fOi ihr pupoteof ikctt 
k > U 2 S NW—f *» b) hu iiiinotutd inenttiii-t. 
C i r y " °" "T^fcuu'-irt 0| BM -n-.k ■•:' c( ur.ni 
• f i » J ~ L V ' ■" ■dtatd and aba! lacWe aprooirn 
t C i T ? f ^ . « * 0 « DMakaj tarat ol tofcXi, aprMnB and 
* * "Pmon and Mali be fne of dm. - J ra?nar. 
or Cktr faro*, auaaraa, ■aaaaJdaM Mtk M tWaaMft-
luriat ppxaM 
4 } rad* tf SaKtaaaO; 
4 J | arMfc—Fer dai aaajaka of raaeara, O»PILM■■> 
awaafc ataafca i aaatam, tad ■rjoiaaioa. rial—iaatl: ■». 
at baal M ia9l<Maal hrfit H-l U -kv—1 far fan of 
I 0Q3CCO brtpt or hWoa ikexof. For taraar fata. Ox 
bt labia ■ dw (Movooe of I 
*11 an***Oimt-*X tm aakkM d a — i - U o . 
irdbrLi ii>iia»iia»aaaJhaadaaa>»paa«aaia.aikM»lVi« 
Uk H a l W ataLta) POIB are* fa- ol 1 W W a ( D M Ma} oi 
6-1Mitia^.to»t^,katlrv,,yi»ioaalMariaitaaaWJ 
*■ M M fa" * • * WS teat ( « ) » | U or BarBaa *ajja|,H 
at O H akal W- Ikaa rU at. M tataa. AoaMoaal ■ M M * 
a u . bt utra ■ tW tarn- oT ala tar ta ja j , 
• 1 l*>«Btarot— M apaQva akU M raartad » 
■ H H H , Vs klraiioai rt aay aaaa MarUaai ahtl to-o 
M| M da* I * of (at aaaartdaJ aaaa of DM * a » e a 
1.4 l»rtrt, C i n t - l i i a 
1.4.1 P T W f — D n t t a i t a l * " d a r a i W a ' t a r i » a a l o - r a 
M ut) to 1 » T (110 m I IJTI far act lot dtaa 14 a aad 
Mat r-o aaroaaafl aaJaMja rt tatomai of l b * ] ■ aa 
■anata! of Mat a * araatw Ikaa 0.1 * of tkr a * »«->■ 
4.4J Coa*»--Ala. doir*. cod ft. ^ = . — « ia t 
o ^ a i r o t - ■a<t«invd al a traapcraurr of 7 J > I I T (14 1 
r n -H» « rrUUi auaUdrty btr-tea » aad TO * . Slort 
0 * aain fiBI from QrafU. inRactM. a>nh ttoartar plaee-
n-M. ft* « period of at fata 4 b. Do act B N ■tr-olM'* 
aaftaakh vara to fei Mck far aay ana rrqurnotor, aM*. 
I U I Aaa«rr»«i^ i r * lbcrfd!Oebrai ibra^tMir" io 
■nro iuuU room IrrapteiOiLrr say U aatd i Idktaf 
S I O R - n -n. iiaaaAal. — J aa^anat ptkotaaral. ia a •tau-
bjp| roJai far I pertbd of 4 b. wkb a eatreal of i f i I ro" aa 
rtrcuk fca paaaaa Cm Utrai lor a period of ai faaal 1 k. 
4.4J CeintafittU aW * r.vvi. 
4*J.I fMcifai tkt weada per ana ana of a ^ iriaira. 
Vy id ™i i '-t iw vii -Tiah i ia povndi by ika ntnfc arra I* 
tojajH faf of Ike "•> facta of oat aait %■ aonaaki aa) ia * 
•aft 
4.4 X I fttpon rewlu ttpamcti far eark aa* atik •»■ 
■•mac far Bt aartt or toort 
4 J KntcMl of itlkxn* Cfaatafi /Oai B'lrt (laa>—1*1 
iibccaa i ' l ' - j i laUadrd t o bt rr mo~J bf * - ' (rotoa arr 
any of l*t trioal poltaterii; orpaaic aaosat lontiowda 
uard far m«-rtaraaal ooatMaa cJ b n k unin. Htrd A t 
b , i c » t l * X > > ^ * , : l l H l t 10*0 in ia oaki^rai aiararpBOr 
' " J * larmUoo. frtan ihr Arniutl BUDa ul AS1M ■...'-. '■ . i " ) 1 ' 
" ■ l » ^ " - b n , l > i . r , Wr«i C o n * . * . . * ? . . PA 1-HIIt.KW 
SoiWi> lor T ium, K K | 
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■ •• 
# c a r 
to • prrtod or a * toa maa J h Tto rate of i~. i..., . -.1 
■:■ - ' irn W *& n n M JtoT ( " C O oer It 
5. hfcadai «* * ■ » * — fWrww Tat ) 
1 r JVH J M « - T V - a -terwwiii •"—1 ™ - - 0* 
-ft s *r' M « r ur'ii ( a t " I) l i i i w h i p n i i m i 
M t t M k r t 
j . l /-...--.'-< 
J.I.I Sapporl * ■ * ■ <WeinHii tot-tor „«ku Kr.-ir-!l 
.n i irpKHd n M W (lha) H *TW| l is loaj In lh( 
dKrrtk— of i v drr4h of Is- u n ii) on ■ >*. * ■ " « ■ i —. irl> 1 
ra. (114 ■ > ) Ira Oka 0 * baK " " k a * h ■ ! loafed t l 
« -H«™ I1the « " " " to" xrrau (rtnr- •-. deana-
TKPnll p t o * dM*in ■ > d * l ftk-h rTOaBR BTT CB LN* ( o m | m 
■on »*• *4*ly 'to * n * *" '"* ■<*" —afar* <y OK 
* * C I rm-n d H " | a | l I I K t l ' - » I " * [ * ■ • Vi la . < * J S = '.'1 l > 
pMrlnra an Ivs to|)t ID■«■) to -»im i -d of■ v--a"i it 
trot not-l to ibr **W" of Or ■ B t H 
1 1 1 » i l r . .-r i k o n . " ! T I . - m « - i n - i - «n 
■ i f tod-io - j laaal »»J B t f r m dWintt—e< tto 
K«K»r»-eaaa|Ml»H'dhMtal to4da t»«cirr iaoft*e«-
i« ihtK direeUo™. 
11) J*"** .-. ra iw-Tto *■*» <* k—*nj. i . i >ai 
n . m i I000IU(I t9a p iv - i - b-ii " " ^ . " i — : mir 1-
" . ™ » m l ■ brio) a r t f ihr K « d of DM "■■"■■"„ had - / 
*e tm!"i McHW InuaojiattT ^to » an***'lan o( tto 
kudnOOt ™ * T f t o » 0 « l B . ( l ) ' mml'min 
J > < a lraai Ion «W ftthon 
J.J.I CakUair Ito i m M o a «4" ™n4»rr C4" r a * tpntom 
a U t o n 
a - i iHW- 'Wto ' 
■tote 
£ - M M K of rnjmnT of OK « * * n < * it m pane o( 
b a n , ■yn.'(PU 
W - a u t o * . U-l I rdmrd bj * e M a * .nafciae. W 
(MX 
1 -aMwabrf -mtStacocAhi laa l . 
* -B«"*h.(lie*tol»taroaai'e«)aoftto»K«toK» 
a On f a n ol faatrt. m (mm, 
I - . ^ p h . r M ^ i f K f i , - k d » « f f c r W l > i - l»"in*l l i: 
O H pane of faa t r , a ( - 4 tod 
0* |aw of aam ■ H U M M Ox fcaaN of «-
w a Nca| On p a k n a l of 0a. bfd atrface r. V - - - ^ 
n<na» . to (a« i 
3 1) Uroorl ito i Jia» of * r aooaln of nc*a< 
i i-J . ' ! V m i i a t a i -.i.-il a I to moduln of 
ofihfto 
t. CoiriMi.Suwtft 
' I I M a V - T a ! ■ " H a — H I flaaW pf i f f 
t«cl l a r ' < U OK M ha|a ad Moth <4 (to «BH.-to> 
li^o ot— « O H tok At M ki^U af tto *«t l l to 
1)14 m~i. (HTM adwrfted brtoi. I I a * to< a«MKfl. 
iaWanl ii.-,c c«rrda Dr iMai aaNia ^nirHr. OK 
nr v«l<»a * a OMa* of drr (ton <4 M d , Ito M 
k x " IPd Svll - Of 1ST j nil. - l l h ■ k r« lh "■" b a l h M O M 
( i i " of Uv Tni '-"-ph a* die inH. ai l -HLS ■ fraa 
m-" —.',—..: .—-. i - i ; , - . )„-ulir '~r«.Mn! nr- V-n i"t" P' 
I.pmlM M n M l M , ft. ^ . . i-'rto 
n m M I 
47W—*■ 
H « l - t - n ihdl hr IrUrd. 
M fSbt Hal - * » * I « . I J , 
4 ? ( .IT,-i-i r»« Amrnnu 
U . I AS , ^ , - v ■ ! *4 l l be * , a ^ B W - ~ . 
^ - . - ^ of 4 4 I . a * 4 , , Mat * , r o t k T S Z ^ l £ 
I U I f O K nxac* - M m - in b o o a i b a ^ _ »_ 
dvH«( On ,i^-:-™hn im . ^ r rmad - H _ _ i a 
•Jrt^—■-■ -, i> ■ a o t u coffipoted of I M t o a a a S 
| a M * * * | « ™ « aataaiMM u , r » o ™ H ^ 
Tn« M M W of SpwiBeak-, c l » . ■ . J 2 ± S 
- i ' ! " a y r a il«:"T^ni a k*a u r i l Z 
«""""" " " " *» -n- m,^, W | „ , „ , ™ J 
a* > tmd, a tBt AA hKaM o. „wul | U i ■,« - T 2 
f " » W « ~ " ■■"■ O»K of the n a . 
d a l W k « 2 1 I U I U 
« U '■!> r j - Cwvow—Cot BV no i 
n , ' . i Of raO ■i*-in--i •&• ar tor i - l , ^ _ „ _■ 
i i>- . - . I ' -F tod «a* of (to Ch) ar*K*i<3 i * * * * «f S 
urn — - a • <«• <*• of Ha p a i or ,ii,i ^ | 
IpUMTI Of B4f«0 Dal tol ><*- h - r - l a t 
r-'"iP—' V ' i [toK. hdh a i l i i . <• m a h i ^ i a M Ito 
iti! ' i > ' " 'KT oUK i - i " b( (tow -iihm OfO) Vi n I " i 
m l to l ( ta (40*4 a n ) «r>! nAcirMlr r«p! »4 i , 
•wppad iha M «D ool to ■ M m h d* *»« ajdjM a i 
e n - "i 'pni>«. 1 n>.'i > oon u . - ' c i i . ooar atoa> 
nuKitol B r i m U n ftKcdtur wj0\ (to a h a a a a t o l 
a*fKt- Teto O R ttoi ihr cpoca* baitu* aitoa ■■ 
fomKd *iB to i;«;«^.;-.ii-lf p4nlW n d P a M a a a f t j 
OH •Tit3nl uta of OK ■■(liprii hjddKWrkaatf *"<^t 
> i l H ■T. - i i imiVl . OK a a t i - l hot n » d t o | U t* 
(111 mm) *«r tto CM* " * •» 14h total —;a to 
Hon | - a « a a a a a i M a a d | | » a l a m —»■">■■■■■ 
■ I 
*3.4 .TJ | i ' . 'Mr->--;c-(- l .V>-"1- l- i 
H 60 p(f|M * ■*».. OH rrm"Ua toll* femal a» ■ » 
or oUHf nnnok torn ■aKrwl Beam ■ No ID0(l*Htol 
■e* *ilh « ""how platiiiirr Tin ta0»« aeto» ■«■ 
iiqitft—fi ■afl !« a drmihrd i» * 1 ) rto" " ■ J 4 * 
I : " - " I «o«at Mtd ton on (he a i t o t |4ar " J J * 
miip.|"l„ mold KVoiinuKt) W to. (17 ' aa) J***T* 
OOKI inadc dtoKaion lto« Ito KBI I IH" Hal * * * ~ 
n l l M R m ■ K n v U K u l t ? " l 2 £ r * , , * a a a S a 
prnod U linK uV> r044Bl "ilh O H a r t o i » " * * , ^ * 1 
T«* ( O n (o prf-TM OKttoWi*^ .nd «n OH toto* " J 
a * col to* before ■*. M ito K*ad « « * « « « * * * J ^ 1 
^ . _ ; _i.i . . .«_ . .>< ■-— - w—» ihe aito" • • * a) ■** aoton aaW i—KIHJ. ' tore*' * J _ a T _ . 
*m » M n,'i"' otWUt ■• OK ■»■*. " V . M 
..alnKn » t o i < i « W w - - 44 ^ K f * * * 1 
Bf l tH a - f « . Tto ihiehiKK of OK ac ■~5**Z7_ -i 
a " * ' 1h< "'^e Mo- UK «<■ 10 i i " ~ " * " * " T J " _ , ■ 
3 3 £ * M ,. com -^K- Al«- & M - I * - " * " 
mtniavn of 1 ■ tofete K"'"! OK H * " " ™ * 
U 
M * 
4rC«r 
» - k a t 4 t a 4 B * " f a f - l a D M 14, O K | p a a a f 
U U A 7 « f 5 p l "< «- depth of M »rk» l a . 
_ _ , ~ « *■ KtotKa • ( « • heaK*) Khhto v (. in 
n J * f ^ a>M aaMoe * 4 * eonroni b. OK I-;. -■* 
^ 5 1 - - t - W -«■ to . 4*toek4fl> 
J ^ ^ a J |i»t lln-T «»™-) 44 OK oM*. f H " O T I I K 
T__— a k a t « to (*." ■■)drntw ootn UK K*d 
"JZ n , * — : ■ oT i t * be- , n , a r i a * ^ n p, H I n * 
r_7i IV? Ci) 4«4V U « « tordhHd aeW teaief ( *o^ 
^ P , p, aaiaea o alnlnHa- tor of Ox o n <a>a 
< — (H l t to l Tto frt/i PK ^ ' t a r f a a iuenlrd >)r 
* _ _ , S • ■ ""etoK. dtoad B I T ■ H M a M n d toa 
■ a l a O 4 ( a f * ' ° * I t o " " " t o n Btoi a * d f | » i BOW 
j - , a«ea W ■"* Iton 0 (01 n. W 0 ) "a ) M r t the 
"_im.ii ■-———i — > . r n ~ * • - — —<r-^~.<.. 
_ _ F B | 4ra of «to hKlaKB. ptoa ■ Heel pUW -"■. 
- a f . mfc ' w n i p a n iHckto I QOOI to (DO) 
a * i i _ « ■ « M a H oq-l 0 a toa taj dad of the 
«ato Ma 0- • % of OK aaaka bar™, a (to B X 
(KjM (gra> b r ram OH KitotWI toaini Moeh n d Ihe 
I M ^ a W o / f H Aw*7flHloal.a>tjotKtoffof 
■ ■ M a i amtmtai lc—'. a m e f f k B l n - . aftrr 
M i t o *4 conii-Vi of tto -.■fun- x I-=I w 
a a a t o n d » ■ W " ! ■■ 4 rnribra e>K to pcK Ma I to* l 
■ a-, to-f-to. 
U Q t o < « n ' < a r 
U l Cajto*ga«arnat^KmKth ff<-f.ipeda,1) 
I . 
.C - f r /< 
of OK 4f«taa>, fofto." (at 
* ■ » - * ■ ■ II toa,|bt (or ^ ( o . N ^ l a f c a e d b T f l K 
j * j - j p | rf « , n u a t f a Hgra tad 1^— 
- . W«ra|(«etJeaofdMVkxaM>.to.'(H(ai't. 
M t ^ a a d - i - w t . i i W i i t o a i 
h a * , a , _ ■ , _ „ _ K . u - a , feato at m 
■ J V I . i - \ i i a a l * , ( 1 - l « . K . ^ ~ « 
PtoBato v at ahjaa •* *■ «a* 
■c 
- g • M - T t o irar ot thither Mai pal ant I 
5 * 1 •" - * to- tto* WTO i M | -to* | t ipvhhi IB 
I f^-Ttotra-ariiawdKllro^^oftoKWcli 
mnfrOTln, to » • m f t o a n m of 41 .1 . R K towl-wr. 
■ t a l l . ward. 
11X nie-Tto iKtoai fa d- "towaio- an a d 
o:«- ■ ii r-l Ti — IJ L-1. ihra ir^t—MaUa i - n rr«t t * » of 
i h ™ n , - , ; < I ' . n , l l i - . i . . r - , f , . 1 . u 1 r i . _ ^ r - " i l - J « | ] 
•nd «K Aorn H iMrtK- w > U K -ethht of a t oto- I B B I 
not ITHI | M » • K Tto hJaaBBM ■<—" to* lad rhelr ivajh 
H M «r b M p W M iroaKl B R B d If a k n tfoa Oh, iha 
to" hmi wbrntnd to ro"ara l -» iliT"«th a n n-^i rura 
itofl I * I r n of r r v l i d a W Rflpj to rDnavraloh. 
M I t a f J ' t M a n t o r H l ' 
'.) i f>o*da». 
P I I I Or* —J (Mi the tM ■ael.—i to 
•id) 4.4.1 Ma * * 1 an ■*!■>. radh rat. 
M i l Sthrm^-^nar d- dr,. rootol ■ » * 
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aaUKt Oat - a n < M d n - M r tore; « h i B a > of the 
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a a a | fat p r i H 0 - * a a a M 4dw. to mot to * 0 a 
M T (11.1 h> W Q to - * a - | M of b a t K M n - a m 
■ " l m ^ . - ' w r f p > - a e a s - a K - K , 1 a a a j * o v » a 1 
-e»h> r> -^etaen. CoaatrK . a h t t o , rf a r t ■ , , _ ■ ■ 
—OM 1 f»to «W nao-to. tto a^reto*. bra da hafj, 
U l l BtMnmhfcaaVli i^ajaMWaaiHaa-a 
60 to I t T (113 to WO r<a to E—td aMa* OH aat 
^-Tl»anfT aad - ■■— ■ rat Dat a roafait rtaaja O* 
OHealof Ik. 
1.4 J Ca-aWfc-Wfb**!-
I ' l l Cartaac OH ajerpdwi C* a r t a|a*ahll a 
Atoreaton.%^. W W , - WjlWd 
-ton: 
>F, - flrr -eitM of tto a>jeaWL • * * 
• C 8 7 
«j mfU* of the apcdaaa after aurmarrston in 
' 1 1 2 Report the i t f i y abeorptton of ail Bw ipfrimgw 
HMd H (he abarvMion of Ihe IOL 
7.4.4 S m n t i M G P ^ M M Cilctdmr the toomlcm etxf 
fkient of each iptrlmen aifotkfi 
StrvrXirvt MflBciwH - »U - •* . / » H ~ tV, 
■Atf*. 
W4 - dry weight o/ the apecime*. 
» f , - vronted -ri»bi of the teamen after 24-h wbmer-
aoa in cokf water, and 
WM * a-t-»reied wo** i of the medmen after 5-h submer­
sion in boiling water. 
1.1.1 ComprTOW. Frmotr Cftamftrr. awf Cimdmew of 
such deaicn aad capedfy thai the temporatace of the air in 
the freezing chamber wfl aol exceed I 6 T {-9X~) I h after 
introdwong the minimum charge of umta. mHiafly at ■ 
temperature aol exceeding JOT (32"C). 
I I . ? Trap -a-d ComtMnm. ita-ow. tr-rul, tarring an 
imide depth of Iv. ± V, in. n i l * 12.7 mm,, and of 
■urtabte strength and n t «o Urn the tray with a chanje of 
frown aoitr can be removed from the freezing chamber by 
one man. 
1.1.3 Btimtet. having a capacity of not lea than 2000g 
and leneitrvc to 0.5 a, 
1.1.4 Dryi"t 0*en that provides a free c h f h t k m of atr 
throagh the oven and a capable of maintaining a tenpetv 
tore between 230 and 23TF (110 and I I5*C). 
1.1.5 T>.a<*int Tank of roch Smamom as k> permit 
comdrte lotmerrioa of the .peri mens hi their tnyi. Ade-
q u i - means ahnll be provided to that the water in the tank 
may be kept at a teiiiperatare of 73 * I 0 T (24 t 5.5"C). 
1.1.6 Pryotf wajnw, nasat-ia-d at a lentpea stare of 73 ± 
I 5T (24 * T O . with a ir-arjvt humidity between 30 and 
70 Y and free from dnfb 
12 Tas Sprcimms. 
1.2.1 ffrW--TiKU^«^mTmir*Jrornjto'haJfbort 
with approvmatety phtne and paraM end*. tTaeorjtary, the 
rough ends may be wnoothed by trimming off a thia wxtioo 
with a ma-oary arw The apecimena nSaD be free from 
-tattering or antoundneaa. vswjalry observed. resulting from 
the flexure or from 0 K ifcautptfoB teats. Adchbonafly, 
prepare apecimena by removing all loosely adherint partidpa, 
sand or edge shards from the nrfhee or corea. Test Ave 
■pecimam. 
1.2.2 Slniaml Clay 7T-r—The M apcrJintaa thai. con-
ant of five tileor of acel aothaathan 4 m. (101.6 mm) in 
length nrwed from each of die five the. 
1.3 fw«n»rr 
I 3.1 Dry and cool the MM i | i i t lMf i as preacrned fat 
4 4 | aod 4.4.2 and weigh tad record the dry weight of each. 
1.3.2 CaiefaDy en mine each apecimea for cracks. A 
crack a defined as a Assure or anparaoon vaibk to a person 
with aormal vhson from a 'wtt-i»-'-t of one foot under an 
ilhimmation of not teas than 50 fc Hark each crack rt> full 
length with an indelible fctt marking pen. 
93 3 Soc-merg* the lest apecimena in Uie water of (he 
.having tank for 4 ± V> h. 
1.3.4 Remove the apecrmera | W rh. 
■land them (--•-»-- • 
down Head 
rectangular brick (which have the amaflea — » . 
at least >4 In. (12.7 mm) shall s-panae d V 
fhee a defined aa the end mrlZZj"*1* 
ric i    ■ afl«7I!_! T ' **"» 
placed in the tray. Pour wfficienl w.ut |«o i i T 2 ! * 
each wxdmen a-nos in -A ir, depth otmHaZZZTl" 
the tray, and ther. conlena .„ the fteerin, c r - ^ T S ^ 
1.3.5 Remove the tray, fine* ^  A ^ ^ ^ 
20 * I h and .ouJh/ .mmerie l h e m ^ t h e T c « l r a 7 J 5 
water of the thawing tank for 4 * V, h TO^** » ■• 
1.3.6 Freeie the test sped meta by the pmaajaja la a w 
one cycle each day of the aormal work week. R a f e w l Z i . ! 
± * h thawing after the hat freeee-Oaw cycle ofaaiLmsa 
work week, remove the Bpedmem from the tren aad aw» 
them for 44 ± I h in the drying room. Do not tank atwa. 
units Provide a apace of at least I in. (23.4 mm) b 
apecimens. Following tha period of an drying, i 
»prn meni. nibmerge them in the water of the t) 
for 4 ± Vi h, and again aubject them to a noraai waal «f 
froering and thawing cycles in accordance wfth 1 )4 and 
1.3.3. If a laboratory has personnel avaibble for taaW T 
dayi a week, the requirement for rtoring the apecJinaaifoTat 
± I h in the drying room following the 4 ± V> h thawka ajka 
the hat freezing cyde of the week may be waived. Tha 
apanlaaaaa. " * v ■>■•" ** t h i ^ i ^ i t« <n ^ ^ . ^ »~1t^ „ ! 
thawing on 50 consecutive d«ys. When a normal 5-day •<** 
week b interrupted, put apedmem into a drying cydr w|*ch 
may eaknd past the 44 ± I h drying time catBaed la aa 
procedures of this aection. 
1.3.7 Continue the tftemathjra of drying a 
in water for 4 t vi h, followed by 5 cycle* of (I 
thawing or the number of eyelet needed to 4 
normal work week, until a total of 50 cycles of A 
thawing haa been completed. Slop the lest if o* aa 
specimen hat been broken or appean to have lost atom aaa 
3 % of Hs original weight as judged by visual inapecthw. 
5.3.1 After compktion of 50 cydes, or -hen da M 
specimen has been withdrawn from W ■ ■ fats* i f 
dwntegretton. dry and weigh the aped mew as prearrfoaf la 
8.3.1. 
S.4 Calmlaihns. Exortlnabn. nming and Jtawvf 
M . I CaJcatofor*—Calculate the has in weight ■ • 1*-
centage of the original weight of the dried apedaaa. 
1.4.2 £r»rihtoiton—Renanrine the aarface e/a^asttl-
sneta for cracks (tee 1.3.2) and record the imi i iM ■■■> 
rve* o»cfci drvelotx-1 durini lhe fiecimg Ihawhaj " * * • 
procedure. McasBte and record the length of da " ■ " ■ " 
g.4.3 Batins-A spedmw b OTwi*™ " X w i 
freczine and thawing test under any one of earst osemw 
rtTo.l W e a j M U t ^ A * e a v W l o a i o f a n ^ ^ « * 
8.4.J.2 Breaknac-The tpedmen nrrarat* hs» » 
more agnifkant pieces, or « aanal 
14.3.3 Cracking—A apedme- devetopt ■ « « TZ* 
the freezing and thawing procedure that eiteaos » 
minimum cHin*rakm of the ipeameTi 
If none of the above drcumsitTKes OWaTyaWtp 
ft*** 
451 
* 
# C«7 
u ^ * . t a t Any < » « « ■ * * todoaefte™*« 
****TIi iiaJmi""»• '**** *"d ,ne m""he' 
5 » t "*%.«hire in the cvtnl teTurt oenim prior lo 50 4f^° 
"" m * At—I*- <S««-> (UtllMII T-0 
r . W » ~ — CauHnrt—WMBtitnl awf or con-
»!•' "Z.ZtaS*ptt. o( no. S « « '* l». («" 
#*»T!Jic» lmc« n«l width Ik" m mm <**?*<* 
T T i ' j m i i i l l / - *ffc*—Two KMwonodlbk m««l tup-
" _ - i W l n » of ***" ortwotn S u d < In. (12)00 and 
m j wo) '» ■aO,k' n x i n i Iriinjulii, h»lf.round. or 
1 £ ^ » oro« nJCtioc. a d i that the t h k * n » 0>r%bt) "ill 
' _ , | M i l ) v.in.(S 35 ram) ThelUckwmof Ihf two 
r j £ l > » w ; wkkia 0.001 hi. (0.03 ma) tad. it the b in 
„, „,»4iitoi in crow KCtioa, thdr width iS*!l not exceed 
" J j j ittmTl* ««("<«l"*» Cewmai rater Leret -
ajhjUi aMBH for coatroWn the waKr level above the 
E
^rtWaofOwiacciom lor the brick wnfcln t O O l la. 
m)(m Hole S\ l« *« l rn | m o » lor addli* water to 
■ a] a nue correapoading to the rate of lemoval by the 
kid . l lnpi lM m (ire Note <). For lar in checUnf the 
atayavy of the aietaod of ooa«omnt the rate of flow of the 
aJM eater.. iriererice brick or hah* brick than be r*rrridod 
rAjata^alaaeawat la vkbt. (3 .U miri)of water confjtmiMhi 
■ • • krick or half brick •> be MOM within t 2.5 * . 
Oaakawy I W B V M P the refaence brick in water for oot lew, 
! ■ 3 h precedmg hs aae. 
awa J - * M M OTM kr eMawh. leaner ■ eeaael of a . 
e«iaiaaw/fc.piiiiMalarMWraiaila*.aWefo»rofBwbwi 
aaaa«ealMaiaalava>av-w< a l i a n a n a n i . 
aaatawaf eakb h » ~ Bj | ML (1.11 - OJS aw4 mi Ow eoHr vi 
• w> la O I I • U ) w«) atow a* aaall aMka « - * of aw b». 
M w a i i l ■ i i i i h i l i i l i iW i t T a^w«r f«»e> iawi .e r . 
akaawar aaMetaaa w*jg *■ « a > awi • » wa-ei te aw w*w 
a * a w alp a f * I a . k afMal H a - ft. In— paW -tat*" * . 
aariatil | a j awwlt l liHi IHapwwvla. null pulal ban 
• ■ a a w t a t w w . a i w w l M l i v W i a t k a . a w M 
■ h w - a l k a iHrawmaalaa m i n t i u t w i i ^ a 
a ii . —, » —1 If n i l i l . i anner k l l i l i i l . Aa aa 
»H*w'w»i i l a l , . i i n , a w a r , k t a w l l u . i H k . a e 
■ a j l t a i i n . . t u . r t a l w w a i n f t . w w k w . 
SSSSSSOESSA -S 
* M S S T M , U i k t • o - « * y of am k - tha. 30001. 
M ftyaaj f>nr, ec«lc««imi » the leguliumali y 
•*■!» f w w M . r w l r . i a r m Kopm. mahrwned at a lem-
w » » w a f J 0 i U T ( 2 l * 1.4X). 
H » Tatkiaj Dvritr-A toiuNe ttmiw orvtee. -weier-
•ajlaawaair* or nop dock, which Ihtli mdicate i time of 
aatu 
9.2 rest tSpfditawi. cc-vaating of whole brick. t-T-a aped-
mem ahaO be lested. 
9.3 Prvcttfyrt 
9.3.1 Dry and cool the teat apedinera h> aaordaine wieh 
one of the fc4lowfng pi-cwsafhaea. 
9.3.1.1 Ofthdritd rroctlm—Dry tad cool the teat 
apeornens in 
Kcordence whk 4.4.1 aad 4.4.2. 
9.3.1.2 « l i « AlrMrd rmrJurr-Sait waKi »a-
alacked, whk atparate ukteeatent in a ttatJkwd room 
maintained at a temperature of 7 3 * IJT(24 ± r O w H h a 
relative humidity between 3011 and 70 % Ibr ■ period of 4 h. 
with a current of ah from an ekactric aa pawn, over lhem 
for a period of « lew 2 b. Continue aattl two ■WKeeaive 
wearhinfi at rntervala of 2 h ahow aa iauumul of kjaa not 
mater than 0.2 * of the teat prtirlotialy deaumiaed weaakt 
of the apeciincn. 
9.3.2 Me«iurelolheaeareat().05la.(l .27 raot) the lewjth 
and width of the ftatate earaioi of (at teat atiljaua of 
rccunjuUr unia or (aMrariae the ana of other awpea to 
aimilar accaracy that will be ha contact whh the water. Wrajk 
the avaxtww to tha neareat 0.3 a, 
9.3.3 AJ,u« ihr portion of the way fcr ibe ataorption aalt 
ao that the upprr auinre of rca bottom will be level when 
teaaed by a apirit level, tad art tha aataraKd rderence brick 
O I 31 in nafe on "v of thv rurcorU- Add water aatil tke 
water lewi . 'A 10.01 la. (3.1110.23 ■ _ ) above (he lop of 
the aoppnrta When leade, oie with acond bed atfarea. Hat 
depth of water level h 'A 1 0 01 m. phw rhe depth of acorea. 
9.3.4 After renwval of Ike reaareaoa brick, art Ike teat 
brick In place ffatwlae, cotrathw aero tlaae M tke aiuaaaat of 
contact of the brick with the water. Dtariaa the period of 
contact ( I min t 1 a) keep the water level arlihaa tke 
preacribed ( a w l by a*Sraj water a rerjaired. At Ike aad of I 
nu'n± 1 l lin Ihe brick From a-ibtct with the water, wipe off 
the wrface water with a daap doth, aad rewela> cae brick to 
Ihe neareat 0.3 a, Mpine. rnrJ! be ouiiipatwl whhm 101 of 
removal from contact wtth the water, and weiajtrng ahaal be 
compaRed withfn 2 tnm. 
Nora 3-naor • > krlek to a a a x ww ft. aaw ajatcUy, aat 
— — aWaat fct ft. km* la aawaa a » . aawa moow a> 
•ataaaka af alt w ha waar awaca. Twt brick w k aea at 
at hi ow nanvkt awlace ami tat lag or jayaaaa apaat-
9.4 CaacteWneWrwaw 
9.4.1 Tt<mf|CTei<otrawea>klU|rwabUa»rtt3»lamw 
■nd final -e^riir*. it the »ei«ht in puma of walcr abaorbed 
by the brick daritaj l-mh eoatad whk the waair. If the area 
of ib natwtoe aariaw (kmatk Ikaw attkk) data aol drfler 
sore lhan t 0.73 la.' (4.14 oat'l ( *13 %) Iron 30 b. ' 
(193.55 c a l report Ike aaia a wtajht la arama m Ihe Initial 
rate ofabaorprjoa ia I maa. 
9.4.2 i r twarwofwo«nnw>arw<.o7 tw1aamlka i± 
0.71 hi.' (4.14 cm") (*2.S %) rVorn X la.1 (I93.JS cm1), 
calcatote Ike rqui^lenl pin ia -eajhi from 30 ia.1 (193.53 
cm*)albnowi: 
I - »B-/L*(awtV: X - 19] !5 W/LM) 
X - pi* In amajht corrected to baah of 30 In.1 (193.33 
cm1) (latwra. area. 
W - actual sain In weajht of apedrnen. a. 
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2.1.8.5.1.2 The ends of single leg or 
U-sufrups shall be anchored by one of the following 
means: 
(a) A standard hook plus an effective embedment of 0.5 
l„. The effective embedment of a stirrup leg shall be 
taken as the distance between the middepth of the 
member d/2 and the start of the hook (point of 
langency). 
(b) For No. 5 bar (M #16) and D31 (MD200) wire and 
smaller, bending around longitudinal reinforcement 
through at least 135 degrees plus an embedment of 
0.33 td. The 0.33 ld embedment of a stirrup leg shall 
be taken as the distance between middepth of 
member d/2 and start of hook (point of langency). 
2.1.8.5.1.3 Between the anchored 
ends, each bend in the continuous portion of a transverse 
U-sttrrup shall enclose a longitudinal bar. 
2.1.8.5.1.4 Longitudinal bars bent to 
act as shear reinforcement, where extended into a region 
of tension, shall be continuous with longitudinal 
reinforcement and. where extended into a region of 
compression, shall be developed beyond middepth of the 
member d/2, 
2.1.8.5.1.5 Pairs of U-stirrups or ties 
placed to form a closed unit shall be considered properly 
spliced when length of laps are 1.7 ld. In grout at least 18 
in. (457 mm) deep, such splices with Atfr not more than 
9,000 iv (40 032 N) per leg may be considered adequate if 
legs extend the full available depth of grout. 
2.1.8.5.2 Welded wire fabric 
2.1.8.5.2.1 For each leg of welded 
wire fabric forming simple U •stirrups, there shall be 
either: 
(a) Two longitudinal wires at a 2 in. (50.8 mm) spacing 
along the member at the top of the U, or 
(b) One longitudinal wire located not more than d/A 
from the compression face and a second wire closer 
to the compression face and spaced not less than 2 
in. (50.8 mm) from the first wire. The second wire 
shall be located on the stirrup leg beyond a bend, or 
on a bend with an inside diameter of bend not less 
than 8de. 
2.1.8.5.2.2 For each end of a single 
leg stirrup of welded smooth or deformed wire fabric, 
there shall be two longitudinal wires spaced a minimum 
of 2 in. (50.8 mm) with the inner wire placed at a 
distance at least d/A or 2 in. (50.8 mm) from middepth of 
member d/2. Outer longitudinal wire at tension face shall 
not be farther from the face than the portion of primary 
flexural reinforcement closest to the face. 
2,1.8.6 Splices of reinforcement-••-^'L&'p 
splices, welded splices, or mechanical connections are 
permitted in accordance with the provisions of this 
section. All welding shall conform to AWS D1.4. 
2.1.8.6.1 Lap splices 
2.1.8.6.1.1 The minimum length of 
lap for bars in tension or compression shall be 
determined by Eq. (2-9). but not less than 12 in. (305 
mm). 
l4*0.0Old>F, (2-9) 
When epoxy-coated bars are used, lap length determined 
by Eq. (2-9) shall be increased by 50 percent. 
2.1.8.6.1.2 Bars spliced by 
noncontact lap splices shall not be spaced transversel 
farther apart than one-fifth the required length of lap nor 
more than 8 in. (203 mm). 
2.1.8.6.2 Welded splice 5—Welded 
splices shall have the bars butted and welded to develop 
in tension at least 125 percent of the specified yield 
strength of the bar. 
2.1.8.6.3 Mechanical connections — 
Mechanical connections shall have the bars connected to 
develop in tension or compression, as required, at least 
125 percent of the specified yield strength of the bar. 
2.1.8.6.4 End'bearing splices 
2.1.8.6.4.1 In bars required for 
compression only, the transmission of compressive stress 
by bearing of square cm ends held in concentric contact 
by a suitable device is permitted. 
2.1.8.6.4.2 Bar ends shall terminate 
in flat surfaces within 1 l/j degree of a right angle to the 
axis of the bars and shall be fitted within 3 degrees of full 
bearing after assembly. 
2.1.8.6.43 End-bearing splices shall 
be used only in members containing closed ties, closed 
stirrups, or spirals. 
2.2 — Unreinforced masonry 
2.2.1 Scope 
2.2.1.1 This section covers requirements for 
unreinforced masonry as defined in Section 1.6, except as 
otherwise indicated in Section 2.2A. 
2.2.1.2 The provisions of this section are to be 
applied in conjunction with the provisions of Chapter 1 
and Section 2.1, 
2.2.2 Stresses in reinforcement 
The effect of stresses in reinforcement shall be 
neglected. 
2.2.3 Axial compression and flexure 
2.2.3.1 Members subjected to axial 
compression, flexure, or to combined axial compression 
and flexure shall be designed to satisf Eq. (2-10) and 
Eq.(MI). 
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(2-10) 
(2-11) 
where: 
(a) For members having an h/r ratio not greater than 99: 
\ 2 ' 
F,=mn 1 - 1 140 r (2-12) 
(b) 
(c) 
«J) 
For members having an h/r ratio greater than 99: 
(2-13) FM*)f:\& 
F> *QQfi 
1?EJ 
r< = 1-0.577-
(2-14) 
(2-15) 
2.2.3.2 Allowable tensile stresses due to 
flexure transverse to the plane of masonry member shall 
be in accordance with the values in Table 2.2.3.2. 
2.2.4 Axial tension 
The tensile strength of masonry shall be 
neglected in design when the masonry is subjected to 
axial tension forces. 
2.2.5 Shear 
2.2.5.1 Shear stresses due to forces acting in 
the direction considered shall be computed in accordance 
with Section 1.9.1 and determined b Eq. (2-16). 
Jv lb (2-16) 
22.5.2 In-plane shear stresses shall not exceed 
any of: 
(a) i.5 JT: 
(b) 120 psi (827 kPa) 
(c) v + 0.45N,M„ 
where v: 
= 37 psi (255 kPa) for masonry in 
running bond that is not grouted solid. 
or 
a 37 psi (255 kPa) for masonry in other 
than running bond with open end units 
that arc grouted solid, or 
= 60 psi (414 kPa) for masonry in 
running bond that is grouted solid 
(d> 15 psi (103 kPa) for masonry in other than running 
bond with other than open end units that are grouted 
solid. 
Table 2.2.3.2 — Allowable flexural tension for clay and concrete masonry, psi (kPa) 
Masonry type 
Normal to bed joints 
Solid units 
Hollow units' 
Ungrouted 
Fully grouted 
Parallel to bed joints in running 
bond 
Solid units 
Hollow units 
Ungrouted and partially 
grouted 
Fully grouted 
Mortar types 
Portland cement/lime or mortar 
cement 
M o r S 
40 (276) 
25(172) 
68 (469) 
80 (552) 
50 (345) 
80 (552) 
N 
30 (207) 
19(131) 
58 (400) 
60(414) 
38 (262) 
60(414) 
Masonry cement or air 
entrained portland cement/lime 
MorS 
24(166) 
15 (103) 
41 (283) 
48(331) 
30 (207) 
48(331) 
N 
15(103) 
9(62) 
29(200) 
30 (207) 
19(131) 
30 (207)) 
1 For partially grouted masonry, allowable stresses shall be determined on the basis of linear interpolation between hollow 
units thai are fully grouted and ungrouted hollow units bastd on amount of grouting. 
U-22 ACI 530-99/ASCE 5-99/TMS 402*99 
2.2.5.3 Shear stresses shall not exceed the 
requirements of Section 2.1.3.2.2 at interfaces between 
wythes and filled collar joints or between wythes and 
headers. 
23 — Reinforced masonry 
23.1 Scope 
2.3.1.1 This section covers requirements for 
the design of structures neglecting the contribution of 
tensile strength of masonry, except as provided in Section 
2.3.5. 
2.3.1.2 The provisions of this section are to be 
applied in conjunction with the general requirements of 
Chapter 1 and Section 2.1. 
23.2 Steel reinforcemen t -Allowable stresses 
2.3.2.1 Tension — Tensile stress in 
reinforcement shall not exceed the following; 
(a) Grade 40 or Grade 50 reinforcement 
20,000 psi (137.9 MPa) 
(b) Grade 60 reinforcement 24,000 psi (165.5 MPa) 
(c) Wire joint reinforcement 30,000 psi (206.9 Mpa) 
2.3.2.2 Compression 
23.2.2.1 " The compressive resistance of 
steel reinforcement shall be neglected unless lateral 
reinforcement is provided in compliance with the 
requirements of Section 2.1.4.6. 
2,3.2.2.2 Compressive stress in 
reinforcement shall not exceed the lesser of 0.4 fy or 
24,000 psi (165.5 MPa). 
2.33 Axial compression and flexure 
233.1 Members subjected to axial 
compression, flexure, or to combined axial compression 
and flexure shall be designed in compliance with 
Sections 2.33.2 through 2.3.3.4. 
233.2 Allowable forces and stresses 
233.2.1 The compressive force in 
reinforced masonry due to axial load only shall not 
exceed that given b Eq. (2-17) or Eq. (2-18): 
(a) For members having an h/r ratio not greater than 99: 
P O = ( 0 . 2 5 / : A . + 0 . 6 5 A „ F , ) U40rJ 
(2-17) 
(b) For members having an h/r ratio greater than 99: 
P- ■ ( 0 . 2 5 / . X + 0 . 6 5 A F 70 r (2-18) 
233.2.2 The compressive stress in 
masonry due to flexure or due to flexure in combination 
with axial load shall not exceed ('/s) fm provided the 
calculated compressive stress due to the axial load 
component,/,, does not exceed the allowable stress. F0, 
in Section 2.23.2.1. 
2 3 3 3 Effective compressive width per bar 
233.3.1 In running bond masonry, and 
masonry in other than running bond with bond beams 
spaced not more than 48 in. (1219 mm) center-to-cemer, 
the width of the compression area used in stress 
calculations shall not exceed the least of: 
(a) Center-to-center bar spacing. 
(b) Six times the wall thickness. 
(c) 72 in. (1829 mm). 
233.3.2 In masonry in other than 
running bond, with bond beams spaced more dian 48 in. 
(1219 mm) center-to-center, the width of the compression 
area used in stress calculations shall not exceed the 
length of the masonry unit. 
2.33.4 Beams 
233.4.1 Span length of members not 
built integrally with supports shall be taken as the clear 
span plus depth of member, but need not exceed the 
distance between centers of supports. 
233.4.2 In analysis of members that 
are continuous over supports for determination of 
moments, span length shall be taken as the distance 
between centers of supports. 
233.43 Length of bearing of beams on 
their supports shall be a minimum of 4 in. (102 mm) in 
the direction of span. 
233.4.4 The compression face of 
beams shall be laterally supported at a maximum spacing 
of 32 times the beam thickness. 
233.4.5 Beams shall be designed to 
meet the deflection requirements of Section 1.10.1. 
23.4 Axial tension and fiexural tension 
Axial tension and fiexural tension shall be 
resisted entirely by steel reinforcement. 
23.5 Shear 
23.5.1 Members which are not subjected to 
fiexural tension shall be designed in accordance with the 
requirements of Section 2.2.5 or shall be designed in 
accordance with the following: 
23.5.1.1 Reinforcement shall be 
provided in accordance with the requirements of Section 
2.3.5-3. 
23.5.1.2 The calculated shear stress,/,, 
shall not exceed F„ where Fu is determined in 
accordance with Section 2.3-5.23. 
2.3,5.2 Members subjected to fiexural tension 
shall be reinforced to resist the tension and shall be 
designed in accordance wim the following: 
2.3.5.2.1 Calculated shear stress in the 
masonry shall be determined by the relationship: 
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FIGURE 10-17 Soil reinforcement. 
P r e v e n t i n g E m b a n k m e n t F a i l u r e 
An analysis of the causes of excavation slope failure described above will 
cate methods that can be used to prevent such failures. Side slopes 
stabilized by cutting them back to an angle equal to or less than the 
repose of the soil, or by providing lateral support for the excavation 
cussed in Section 10-7. Both side and bottom stability may be inc 
dewatering the soil surrounding the excavation. Methods for dewate-
protecting excavations are described in the following sections. 
lb protect more permanent slopes, such as highway cuts, retaining 
are often used. Slopes of cohesive soil may be strengthened by increa-
shearing resistance along the potential slip plane. This may be done 
ving piles or inserting stone columns into the soil across the poten'' 
plane. Another technique for reinforcing slopes is called soil (or earth) 
fbrcement. One form of this process is known under the trademark 
Reinforced Earth. As shown in Figure 10-17, soil reinforcement in 
embedding high-tensile-strength nonbiodegradable elements in a com 
soil mass. The embedded tensile elements are attached to facing 
usually of concrete or timber, to prevent erosion or raveling of soil i 
surface. Soil reinforcement ia often a less expensive method for s 
slopes than is the construction of conventional retaining walla. 
1 0 - 7 P R O T E C T I N G EXCAVATIONS A N D WO 
Excavation cave-ins are responsible for the greatest number of U.S. 
tion fatalities, accounting for over 300 deaths during a recent year. 
of the frequency and severity of cave-in accidents, OSHA has 
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tf*afety regulations affecting excavation operations. While it may be 
to avoid placing workers into an excavation through the use of 
trolled equipment or robots (see Chapter 20), in most cases work-
eoter the excavation and OSHA regulations will apply. These regu-
require, among other things, that workers in an excavation be pro-
from cave-ins by one of the following methods: 
or benching of the sides of the excavation. 
Supporting the sides of the excavation by shoring. 
Racing a shield between workers and the sides of the excavation. 
eiceptions to these requirements are when the excavation is made 
instable rock, ojfthe excavation is less than 5 ft (1.524 m) in depth 
ition of the ground by a competent person provides no indication 
tial cave-in. As denned by OSHA, competent person means one who 
of identifying existing and predictable hazards in the surround-
*orking conditions which are unsanitary, hazardous, or dangerous to 
and who has authorization to take prompt corrective measures to 
them. 
comply with OSHA rules on sloping, shoring, and shielding, it is nec-
|° be familiar with the OSHA Soil and Rock Classification System 
* Table 10-1. In this system, soil and rock are classified as Stable 
* * A, Type B, or Type C. 
and B e n c h i n g 
"A rules, when workers are required to be in an excavation the 
allowable steepness of the sides of excavations less than 20 ft (6.1 
*hen employing a simple uniform slope is given in Table 10-2. How-
y l*>e exceptions shown in the footnote to the table. 
^uirements for benching (stepping) of excavation sides and for 
*n layered soils of different types are involved are given in refer-
W*t or benching for excavations greater than 20 ft (6.1 m> deep 
iir. l^ne<* Dv a registered professional engineer. The major disadvan-
, 8 °r benching of excavation sides is the space required for the 
P,us side slopes. 
**<* Shielding 
aT>n *°r *ke sides of an excavation is usually provided by shoring. 
* S ! * m ***** c o m P l e t e l v encloses an excavation is essentially a cof-
. J >a a structure designed to keep water and/or soil out of an exca-
aj, . *8SOn »s also a form of cofferdam, as we have seen. Common 
. oring systems include timber shoring, aluminum hydraulic 
J™& and sheet piling. Shoring and shielding systems must be 
^^P l i ance with OSHA tables, manufacturer's tabulated data, or 
* a registered professional engineer. 
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TABLE 10-1 
OSHA Soil a n d R o c k Classif icat ion Sys tem 
S t a b l e R o c k T y p e A T y p e s T y p e C 
Stable rock 
means natural 
solid mineral 
mat ter tha t can 
be excavated 
with vertical 
sides and 
remain intact 
while exposed. 
Type A means cohesive soil 
with an unconfined 
compressive strength of 1.5 
t s f (144kPa)o r greater. 
Examples of cohesive soils 
are : clay, silty clay, sandy 
clay, clay loam and. in some 
cases, silty clay loam and 
sandy clay loam. Cemented 
soils such as caliche and 
hardpan are also considered 
Type A if: 
i. The soil is fissured; or 
ii . The soil is subject to 
vibration from heavy traffic, 
pile driving, or similar 
effects; or 
iii. The soil has been 
previously disturbed; or 
iv. The soil is part of a 
sloped, layered system 
where the layers dip into the 
excavation on a slope of four 
horizontal to one vertical 
(4H:1V) or greater; or 
v. The materia! is subject to 
other factors tha t would 
require it to be classified as 
a less stable material-
Type B means: 
i. Cohesive soil with an 
unconfined compressive 
strength greater than 0.5 tsf 
(48 kPa) but less than 1.5 tsf 
U 4 4 k P a ) ; o r 
ii. Granular cohesionless soils 
including angular gravel 
(similar to crushed rock), silt, 
silt loam, sandy loam and, in 
some cases, silty day loam and 
sandy clay loam. 
iii. Previously disturbed soils 
except those which would 
otherwise be classed as Type C 
soil. 
iv. Soil tha t meets the 
unconfined compressive 
strength or cementation 
requirements for Type A, but 
i s fissured or subject to 
vibration; or 
v. Dry rock that ia not stable; 
or 
vi. Material tha t is par t of a 
sloped, layered system where 
the layers dip into the 
excavation on a slope less 
steep than four horizontal to 
one vertical (4H:IV). but only 
if the material wQuld 
otherwise be classified as 
TypeB. 
Type C means: 
i. Cohesive soil with 
a n unconfined 
compressive strength 
of0.5tsf (48kPator 
less; or 
ii. Granular soils 
including gravel, 
sand, and loamy sand. 
or 
iii. Submerged soil or 
soil from which water 
is freely seeping; or 
iv. Submerged rock 
that is not stable; or 
v. Material in a 
sloped,layered 
system where the 
layers dip into the 
excavation on a slope 
of four horizontal to 
one vertical (4H:1V1 
or steeper. 
T A B L E 1 0 - 2 
O S H A m a x i m u m a l l o w a b l e s l o p e s f o r e x c a v a t i o n s i d e s 
S o i l o r R o c k T y p e M a x i m u m A l l o w a b l e S l o p e (H:V) F o r E x c a v a t i o n s 
L e s s T h a n 2 0 f t (6 .1 m ) D e e p 
S t a b l e R o c k 
TypeA-
TypeB 
TypeC 
Vertical (90°) 
3/4:1 (53°) 
1:1 <45°> 
1-1/2:1 (34°) 
"A short-term (24 h or less) maximum allowable slope of ]/2H:lV (63") is allowed in 
excavations in Type A soil tha t are 12 ft (3.67 m) or less in depth. Short-term 
maximum allowable slopes for excavations greater than 12 ft (3.67 m) in depth shall 
be3/4H;lV(53°) . 
Solutia: Hydraway 300 Geocomposite 
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Structural Walls 
Horizontal Applications 
Monsanto 
2381 Centerline 
Industrial Drive 
St. Louis, MO 63146 
800-325-4330 
Fax 314-997-8652 
Hydraway 300 
Hydraway® Drain 
Subsurface Geocomposite 
Drainage Systems 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY 
Hydraway 100 
Industrial Foundations 
Hydraway 100 
Basic Use: Relieves Hydrostatic pressure against subsurface structures when 
membranes are not required. 
Applications: Retaining walls, foundations, concrete holding tanks, bridge 
abutments, plaza decks and planters. 
Limitations: This product should not be used where it will be subjected to tempera­
tures in excess of 200° F. 
Flow vs. Load' 
Features and Benefits: 
• Polyethylene core (vs. polystyrene) provides flexibility, light weight, and 
chemical resistance. 
• High compressive strength means superior performance in deep foundations, 
even where soil loads are in excess of 12,000 psf. 
• High flow rate means better drainage in ail applications. 
• Fusion bonding (vs. gluing) the core and fabric provides fungus resistance, and 
keeps the fabric firmly attached in high heat and humidity. 
• Individually wrapped rolls and flexibility assure easy installation, even at cold 
temperatures. 
t 
Confining Pressure (1000 psl) 
At Rest Earth Pressures 
9 30 
A 
A 
4 
/ / 
r 
v f 
t 
■ % 
r 
2.000 4,000 6.000 8,000 10.000 
Maximum Lateral Earth Pressure (psf) 
Maximum at rest lateral earth pressure 
versus wall height tor vertical retaining 
walls under saturated Dackfill conditions 
Physical Properties 
Product Test Method Typical Value 
Compressive Strength 
Flow Rate at 1500 psf 
at 3600 psf 
Thickness 
Fabric (4.5 oz.) 
ASTM D-695/1621 = 
ASTM D-4716' 
ASTM D-4716' 
Ac rWP-1 7 ' *"7 
16,000 psf 
16gpm/ft-width 
15 gpm/ft-width 
.38 inch 
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
Elongation 
Grab Tensile 
Flow rate 
AOS (EOS) 
Roll Dimensions 
Width 
Length 
SF/Roll 
Weight/Roll 
ASTM D-4632 
ASTM D-4632 
ASTM D-4491 
ASTM D-4751 
CW-02215 
36" 
82' 
246 
52 lbs. 
50% 
120 lbs. 
180GPM/SF 
80-100 
FOUNDATION WALLS 
1. Gradient of 1.0 
2. Modified — An existing ASTM Test was modified, since a recognized 
test method has not been established for this type of product. 
PLANTER 
WATWflOOfWO 
Hydra w a y 3 0 0 
Basic Use: Relieves Hydrostatic pressure against subsurface structures. Provides a 
built-in protection board in one-piece construction. 
Applications: Retaining walls, foundations, concrete holding tanks, plaza decks and 
planters. 
Limitations: This product should not be used where it will be subjected to tempera­
tures in excess of 200° F. 
Features and Benefits: 
• Polyethylene core (vs. polystyrene) provides flexibility, light weight, and 
chemical resistance. 
F l o w v s . L o a d ' 
High compressive strength means superior 
performance in deep foundations, even where 
soil loads are in excess of 15,000 psf. Hydraway 
300 can be used to soil depths in excess of 50 feet. 
High flow rate means better drainage in all applications. 
Fusion bonding (vs. gluing) the core snd fabric provides fungus resistance, and 
keeps the fabric firmly attached in high heat and humidity. 
Built-in protection board and one-piece construction reduces overall costs by 
eliminating need for added protection board. 
Individually wrapped rolls and flexibility assure easy installation, even 
at cold temperatures. 
Physical Properties 
Product Test Method Typical Value 
Compressive Strength 
Flow Rate at 1500 psf 
at 3600 psf 
Thickness 
Fabric (5.5 oz.) 
ASTM D-695/16212 
ASTMD-4716' 
ASTM D-4716' 
VASTM HM777 
19,000 psf 
27 gpm/ft-width 
22 gpm/ft-width 
.42 inch 
Elongation 
Grab Tensile 
Flow Rate 
AOS (EOS) 
Roll Dimensions 
Width 
Length 
SF/Roll 
Weight/Roll 
ASTM D-4632 
ASTM D-4632 
ASTM D-4491 
ASTM D-4751 
CW-02215 
38" 
82' 
260 
66 lbs. 
50% 
160 lbs. 
130GPM/SF 
100-120 
1. Gradient of 1.0 
2. Modified — An existing ASTM Test was modified, since a recognized 
test method has not been established for this type of product. 
Hydraway 2000 
Basic Use: Relieves Hydrostatic pressure by acting as a shallow underdrain. 
Hydraway 2000 is a superior performing and cost effective replacement for the 
"french" drain (fabric, perforated pipe and aggregate). 
Applications: Highway and airport pavements, parking lots, golf courses, 
recreational fields and residential foundations. 
Limitations: This product should not be used where it will be subjected to tempera­
tures in excess of 200° F. 
Features and Benefits: / ' " 
• Polyethylene core (vs. polystyrene) provides flexibility, light weight and 
chemical resistance. 
Replaces the fabric, perforated pipe and aggregate backfill required in most 
traditional drain systems. 
Backfill uses excavated material. 
Machine installed using conventional trenching equipment. 
Requires less labor and equpment than traditional drain systems. 
Fusion bonding (vs. gluing) the core and fabric provides fungus resistance, and 
keeps the fabric firmly attached in high heat and humidity. 
Built-in protection board and one-piece construction reduces overall costs by 
eliminating need for added protection board. 
Individually wrapped rolls and flexibility, assure easy installation even at cold 
temperatures. 
Physical Properties 
Product Test Method Typical Value 
Compressive Strength 
Flow Rate at 1500 psf 
Peel Strength3 
Fabric (5.5 oz.) 
Elongation 
Grab Tensile 
Flow Rate 
AOS (EOS) 
ASTM D-695/16212 
ASTM D-4716' 
ASTM D-1876 
ASTM D-4632 
ASTM D-4632 
ASTM D-4491 
ASTM D-4751 
CW-02215 
9,200 psf 
21 gpm/ft-width 
35 Ibs/ft-width 
50% 
160 lbs. 
130GPM/SF 
100-120 
Roll Dimensions 
Width 
Length 
6" to 36" 
up to 550' 
1. Gradient of 0.1 
2. Modified — An existing ASTM Test was modified, since a recognized 
test method has not been established for this type of product. 
3. Fabric to core. 
Monsanto 
2381 Centerline Industrial Drive • St. Louis, MO 63146 • 800-325-4330 • Fax 314-997-8652 
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PRODUCT COMPARISON DATA 
CORE FABRIC COMPOSITE 
MONSANTO 
H-100 
H-300 
MIRADRAIN 
2000 
6000 
6200 
9000 
WT THICK 
OZ/SF 
3.2 
3.9 
1.8 
2.3 
2.8 
2.4 
J-DRAIN (NET) 
100 
300 
1000 
GREENSTREAK2 
SHEET DRAIN 
SHEET DR HS 
DECK DRAIN 
ENKADRAIN 
9010 
9120 
AMER. WICK 
500 
520 
650 
GRACE 
HYDRODUCT 
HYDRODUCT 2 
4.2 
3.3 
5.4 
3.4 
2.2 
3.7 
1.2 
2.4 
2.9 
3.0 
2.9 
NP 
NP 
HYDRODUCT HSF NP 
IN 
.38 
.42 
.25 
.38 
.40 
.38 
.25 
.22 
.25 
.38 
.21 
.38 
.40 
.80 
.38 
.38 
.38 
.38 
.38 
.38 
COMP : 
STR : 
KPSF : 
16 ': 
19 : 
10.8: 
15 : 
15 : 
21 : 
30 : 
30 • 
30 
15 
25 
20 
NP 
NP 
15 
15 
21 
15 
15 
18 
AOS GRAB 
(EOS) 
SIEVE LBS 
80-100 120 
100-120 160 
100 100 
100 100 
100 100 
70-100 400x250 
70-100 120 
70-100 120 
70-100 120 
: 
! 70 100 
: 70 100 
•30-50 300x200 
170-120 130 
:70-120 130 
: 80 115 
: 80 115 
: 100 410x285 
• 70 100x135 
: 70 100x135 
-.70-100 400x250 
WT : 
OZ : 
SY : 
4.5 1 
5.5 : 
4.0 : 
4.0 : 
4.0 : 
6.3 : 
4.5 
4.5 : 
4.5 
4.0 
4.0 
6.5 
4.3 
4.3 
4.0 
4.0 
6.6 
4.0 
4.0 
NP 
FLOW 
3600 
1.0 
GPM 
SF 
15 
22 
7 
15 
15 
18 
81 
7 
7 
• 21 
: 6 
21 
: NA 
: NA 
: 16 
: 16 
: 16 
: 15 
: 15 
: 15 
FLOW : 
3600 : 
.1 : 
GPM : 
SF : 
5 1 
7 : 
2 : 
3 : 
3 : 
5 : 
NA 
NA 
DESCRIPTION 
WITH 
PROTECTION 
BOARD 
6K+SHEET 
WOVEN 
NET 
NET 
+SHEET 
M-6000 
WOVEN 
•MESH 
MESH 
:M-6000 
:500+SHEET 
:WOVEN 
:HDUCT+SHEET 
:WOVEN 
- @ 6000 PSF - MARV NP - Not Published 
■ 
HYDRAWAY™ 100 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Pipe at Bottom of Footing - See Figure 1 
1. The product is placed with the plastic core facing the wall and the 
fabric facing away from the wall. One edge of the roll has a 4 inch 
fabric flap. The rolls are always installed such that this flap 
edge is DOWN. 
2. Lay the perforated pipe at the base of the footing as .shown. Place 
a horizontal chalk line on the wall 30 inches above the top of the 
footing minus the width and height of the footing. This is to allow 
for sufficient product to cover the pipe. The top of the first row 
of product will be aligned with this chalk line. 
3. Start the first row at the beginning of the wall. Peel 4 inches of 
fabric off of the beginning of the first roll of product to be 
installed and cut away the exposed plastic core. Tuck the 4 inches 
of fabric behind the product and tape it to the core. 
4. Install the first roll with the fabric covered end placed at the 
beginning of the wall and the top edge of the product aligned with 
the chalk line created in Step 2. Place all rolls of product with 
the 4 inch fabric flap edge DOWN. Wrap the bottom of the product 
around the pipe as shown. 
5. Attach the product to the wall using concrete nails and 2 inch 
washers driven through the product cylinders. The nails should be 
placed 2 inches to 6 inches from the top of the roll and spaced at 
about 4 foot intervals along the horizontal run of product. 
6. Peel 4 inches of fabric from the end of this first roll and cut 
away the exposed core. This creates a 4 inch fabric flap to overlap 
the next roll of product placed in this row. Butt the next roll of 
product to the first roll and install it the same way as the first 
roll. The fabric flap from the end of the first roll should be 
taped over the seam between the first and second rolls. 
7. Continue installing product in this manner to create the first row 
of drain. The product may be formed around inside or outside 
corners in the wall without loss of drainage efficiency. 
8. When the end of the first row of drain is reached, cut the last 
roll 4 inches longer than the wall. Peel 4 inches of fabric off of 
the core and cut away the exposed core. For a retaining wall type 
installation, tuck the 4 inch fabric flap behind the product and 
tape it in place. For a foundation type installation, tape the 4 
inch fabric flap down over the beginning of the first roll of 
product installed in this row. 
9. To create the next row of drain, butt subsequent rolls of product, 
with the 4 inch flap DOWN, to the top edge of the first row so the 
4 inch fabric flap covers the seam. 
10. The top row of product should have it's top edge 6 inches to 12 
inches below the soil surface. For the rolls of product in this row 
peel back sufficient fabric form the top edge to obtain this 
spacing. Cut off the exposed core and tuck the fabric behind it. 
HYDRAWAY™ 300 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
Pipe at Bottom of Footing - See Figure 3 
1. The product is placed with the plastic back facing the wall and the 
fabric facing away from the wall. One edge of the roll has a 4 inch 
fabric flap and the opposite edge has a 2 inch plastic flange. The 
rolls are always installed such that the fabric flap edge is DOWN 
and the plastic flange edge is UP. 
2. Lay the perforated pipe at the base of the footing as shown. Place 
a horizontal chalk line on the wall 30 inches above the top of the 
footing minus the width and height of the footing. This is to allow 
for sufficient product to cover the pipe. The top of the first row 
of product will be aligned with this chalk line. 
3. Start the first row at the beginning of the wall. Peel 4 inches of 
fabric off of the beginning of the first roll of product to be 
installed and cut away the exposed plastic core. Tuck the 4 inches 
of fabric behind the product and tape it to the core. 
4. Install the first roll with the fabric covered end placed at the 
beginning of the wall and the top edge of the product aligned with 
the chalk line created in Step 2. Place all rolls of product with 
the 4 inch fabric flap edge DOWN and the plastic flange UP. Wrap 
the bottom of the product around the pipe as shown. 
5. Attach the product to the wall using concrete nails and 2 inch 
washers driven through the product cylinders. The nails should be 
placed 2 inches to 6 inches from the top of the roll and spaced at 
about 4 foot intervals along the horizontal run of product. If 
installing over a membrane, use two sided tape or protection board 
adhesive to attach the drain to the membrane. 
6. Peel 4 inches of fabric from the end of this first roll and cut 
away the exposed core. This creates a 4 inch fabric flap to overlap 
the next roll of product placed in this row. Butt the next roll of 
product to the first roll and install it the same way as the first 
roll. The fabric flap from the end of the first roll should be 
taped over the seam between the first and second rolls. 
7. Continue installing product in this manner to create the first row 
of drain. The product may be formed around inside or outside 
corners in the wall without loss of drainage efficiency. 
8. When the end of the first row of drain is reached, cut the last 
roll 4 inches longer than the wall. Peel 4 inches of fabric off of 
the core and cut away the exposed core. For a retaining wall type 
installation, tuck the 4 inch fabric flap behind the product and 
tape it in place. For a foundation type installation, tape the 4 
inch fabric flap down over the beginning of the first roll of 
product installed in this row. 
9. To create the next row of drain, butt subsequent rolls of product, 
with the 4 inch flap DOWN, to the top edge of the first row so the 
4 inch fabric flap covers the seam and the top row ship laps the 
flange on the bottom row. 
10. The top row of product should have it's top edge 6 inches to 12 
inches below the soil surface. For the rolls of product in this row 
peel back sufficient fabric form the top edge to obtain-this 
spacing. Cut off the exposed core and tuck the fabric behind it. 
Hydraway* DRAIN 2000 
Hydraway® Drain 2000 by Monsanto 
is a high-efficiency system for rapid water 
collection and removal from pavement 
systems. 
Advanced design pays off in a system that 
offers these performance advantages over 
other products. 
• 90% + open area on the pavement 
side for fast water removal; 
• High compressive strength to withstand 
installation pressures and the ravages 
of freeze/thaw cycles; 
• Strong, flexible design to conform to 
irregular trench walls, yet easy to install. 
Extraordinarily Tough Construction 
Hydrav y Drain 2000 is made of heavy-
duty, ciog-resistance geotextile fabric, 
permanently bonded to a rugged polyethyl­
ene core lattice for strength and support. It 
resists th • wfiects of hydrocarbons and 
offers outstanding low temperature 
flexibility. 
Specially-engineered design permits high 
flow rates for rapid dewatering of the pave­
ment subbase, while effectively preventing 
passage of soil particles. 
Fast, Easy Installation 
Hydraway Drain 2000 is machine installed 
in a 4" wide trench, using conventional 
trenching equipment. Trench spoils are 
used as backfill, thereby eliminating the 
expe •isfe of age jgate and the need for 
ag<- -gate trucks. 
Talcs Advantage of Monsanto's 
bxperiencr 
Hydraway Drains have proven themselves 
in tens of thousands of miles of use, in over 
30 states. These installations bear out the 
performance advantage of Hydraway; 
• Fast, efficient installation with real 
savings in time and money; 
• Faulting reduced by over 50% on 180; 
• Six years of dependable service due 
to strong patented construction. 
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01 Research Project 
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11 Code Analysis 
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